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CHABAD SACRED TEXTS, RUSSIAN-AMERICAN ART LOANS,
AND A TALL SHIP NAMED ‘HOPE’:
BEYOND COLD WAR OVER A RESTITUTION CLAIM?1
Patricia Kennedy Grimsted*
The Russian tall ship Nadezhda (‘Hope’) abruptly changed course outside the Golden
Gate on 21st October 2011 and cancelled a goodwill call on San Francisco an hour before
a planned welcome. A pilot boat had already been launched to bring her into port, while
two boat loads of celebrities and diplomats, including the Russian Consul General, were
left plying San Francisco Bay waiting for a ceremony that never took place.2 Halfway

Nadezhda (‘Hope’) Russian training ship cancelled a
goodwill call in San Francisco, October 2011.
Photo courtesy Mikhail Voytenko, Maritime Bulletin
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This article began as a segment of my ‘Afterword – 2013’, in Returned from Russia: Nazi Archival
Plunder in Western Europe and Recent Restitution Issues, ed. P.K. Grimsted, F.J. Hoogewoud,
and Eric Ketelaar (paper edn, Institute of Art and Law, 2013; <http://www.ial.uk.com/Russia.
php>). It updates the earlier article by Konstantin Akinsha (with Patricia Grimsted), ‘On the Way
Back: The Schneersohn Collection and the Return of the “Smolensk Archive”,’ in Vozvrashchenie
“Smolenskogo arkhiva”/ The Return of the “Smolensk Archive” (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2005), pp.
232-71 (in Russian, pp. 191-231). For a list of acronyms and abbreviations used in this article, see
pp. 404-405 below.
Mikhail Voytenko, ‘A Shame: Russia Cancelled Tall Ship Nadezhda US Visit to Revenge Dirty
Bureaucrats’, 22 Oct. 2011, Maritime Bulletin, at <http://www.odin.tc/news/read.asp?articleID=88>;
and Laura Gilbert, ‘The Case that Halted a Russian Ship: Chabad Now Wants to Negotiate in Museum
Embargo Lawsuit’, New York Observer, 26 Oct. 2011, at <http://galleristny.com/2011/10/25/thecase-that-halted-a-russian-ship-chabad-now-wants-to-negotiate-in-museum-embargo-lawsuit/>.
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round the world in Moscow, an autumn exhibition in the Kremlin Museum featuring
French fashion designer Paul Poiret lacked 54 important exhibits expected from a loan
cancelled by the Metropolitan Museum in New York in response to the Russian ban on
art loans to US museums. These were but two of many aftershocks from a century-old
claim by the ultra-Orthodox Hasidic Community from the village of Lubavichi (western
Russian Empire) for sacred Hebrew religious texts, some with inscriptions of their rebbes
(Hasidic masters).
Two years later the unresolved claim for the Schneersohn ‘Library’ and ‘Archive’ is still
pending in US Court in the case of Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United States v. Russian
Federation, the Russian Ministry of Culture and Mass Communication, Russian State
Library and Russian State Military Archive.3 After five years of litigation and failure
to have the case dismissed, the Russian Defendants walked out of Court in June 2009
and have not been represented in subsequent proceedings.4 On 30th July 2010, Chief
Judge Royce C. Lamberth issued an unprecedented default judgment affirming Chabad
ownership of both the ‘Library’ and ‘Archive’ and ordered the Russian State Defendants:
to surrender to the United States Embassy in Moscow or to the duly
appointed representatives of Plaintiff Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United
States the complete collection of religious books, manuscripts, documents
and things that comprise the ‘Library’ and the ‘Archive’ presently being
held by the Defendants at the Russian State Library [RGB] and Russian
State Military Archive [RGVA] or elsewhere….5
Another two and a half years later, with no success in negotiations, on 16th January 2013
Judge Lamberth ruled against the advice of the US Departments of State and Justice:
he issued an Order for Contempt of Court, imposing sanctions of $50,000 per day until
Russia handed over both the ‘Library’ and the ‘Archive’.6 Coincidentally, that same day,
3

4

5

6

US District Court for the District of Columbia, Case 1:05-CV-01548-RCL. Since 2008, the
Russian Ministry of Culture and Mass Communication is again the Russian Ministry of Culture.
The dockets and many documents will be found on PACER and commercial legal services.
More complete court documents for Chabad in the District Court in California (Case 04-09233
PA [PLA]) and in DC through 8 Feb. 2007, constitute a ‘Joint Appendix’ (hereafter ‘JA’) to the
Appellee’s and Cross-Appellant’s Brief filed in US Court of Appeals, DC Circuit, Consolidated
Case Nos. 07-7002 and 07-7006, a copy of which was kindly furnished to the author by Chabad
attorney Seth M. Gerber but is unfortunately not currently accessible on the Internet.
As explained by Michael J. Bazyler and Seth M. Gerber, ‘Litigating the Pillage of Cultural
Property in American Courts: Chabad v. Russian Federation and Lessons Learned’, Loyola
of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review, 32 (Winter 2010), pp. 45-82,
at <http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol32/iss1/3/>; and the shorter, ‘Chabad v. Russian
Federation: A Case Study in the Use of American Courts to Recover Looted Cultural Property’,
in Spoils of War v. Cultural Heritage; issued as (2010) 17, no. 2, International Journal of
Cultural Property, pp. 361-86, at <http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=JCP
&volumeId=17&issueId=02&seriesId=0>.
Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Entry of Default Judgment Against All Defendants,
30 July 2010, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 80, at: <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/
files/ChabadOrderJuly302010_0.pdf>. See also Lamberth’s Memorandum Opinion, 30 July
2010, Doc. 81, summarising the case, at <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/
Chabad-MemorandumOpinionJuly302010.pdf>. Lamberth (b. 1943), a Texas Republican
appointed by President Ronald Reagan in 1987, formally retired at his 70th birthday 15 July
2013, but is still handling the Chabad case.
Order Granting Motion for Sanctions, 16 Jan. 2013, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 115, at <http://www.
commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/OrderGrantingMotionSanctions.pdf>; and Memorandum
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the lead article in The Nation, was entitled ‘America’s New Cold War with Russia’, with
Russian President Vladimir Putin on the cover, but no mention of Chabad.7
Six months later, on 13th June 2013, President Putin ceremoniously opened a Branch of
the Russian State Library (RGB) in the newly established Jewish Museum and Tolerance
Centre in Moscow, to which an initial 450 books allegedly from the Schneersohn
Collection had already been transferred.8 Those volumes had finally been catalogued
and digitised for full-text availability on the RGB website, where electronic versions
of the still unidentified Schneersohn manuscripts are also now displayed. Never having
left Russia, Putin explained, those books are an essential part of Russian multi-ethnic
heritage and legally could not leave the national library. Putin “considered from this
moment, the ‘problem’ of the Schneersohn Library is closed”. RGB posted a video from
the televised account with Moscow Chabad dancing in approval.9
Across the ocean, Brooklyn Chabad heartily disapproved, as Chabad News explained:
Russia’s deposit of 500 volumes from the Schneerson Library into a
branch of the government-controlled Russian State Library at the Jewish
Museum in Moscow does not satisfy Chabad’s religious requirements or
remedy Russia’s unilateral seizure, retention, and claimed ownership of
these sacred books. Chabad’s spiritual leader, Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Schneerson, directed repeatedly that the entire Schneerson collection be
restored to Chabad at its worldwide headquarters in New York and not
remain in Russia. Nor does [it] … address Russia’s plunder of Chabad’s
archive of manuscripts seized by the Nazis in Poland during the Holocaust.10
Yet Chabad specialists had not returned to RGB since 2000 to help verify which and how
many sacred texts were involved. Meanwhile in Washington, DC, accumulated Russian
debt from US Court-ordered sanctions was approaching eight million dollars, and more
US museums were missing needed Russian-loaned art works for many exhibitions.11
This article aims at trying to understand why high-level political, diplomatic and legal
intervention have not succeeded in resolving the conflict and retrieving at least some of
the long-lost religious texts, so important to the US Chabad Community. The absence of
a reliable account of the ‘Schneersohn Collection’ and the saga of the Brooklyn Chabad

7
8

9

10
11

Opinion on Contempt Sanctions, 16 Jan. 2013, Doc. 116, at <http://www.commartrecovery.org/
sites/default/files/MemorandumOpinionContemptSanctionsJan16,2013.pdf>.
Stephen F. Cohen, ‘America’s New Cold War with Russia’, The Nation, 16 Jan. 2013, at <http://
www.thenation.com/article/172256/americas-new-cold-war-russia>; reprinted in Moscow
Times, 23 Jan. 2013.
Rossiiskaia gosudarstvennaia biblioteka (RGB) – in English, the Russian State Library (RSL)
– was before Jan. 1992, Gosudarstvennaia biblioteka SSSR im. V.I. Lenina (GBL); in English:
the Lenin State Library of the USSR (LSL). See acronym list (p. 405) for previous names of the
library.
‘Otkrytie novogo chital'nogo zala RGB zakryvaet problemu biblioteki Shneersona’, 16 June
2013, at <http://www.rsl.ru/ru/news/160613/>. (See image p. 396.) See also the Reuters
account, ‘Russia hopes to end row with U.S. Jewish group by moving texts to museum’, 15
June 2013, at <http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/jewish-world-news/russia-hopes-to-endrow-with-u-s-jewish-group-by-moving-texts-to-museum-1.529894>.
‘Russia’s Transfer of Books from the Schneerson Collection Does Not Resolve Its Dispute with
Chabad’, 13 June 2013, Chabad News, at <http://www.shmais.com/chabad-news/latest/item/russias-transfer-of-books-from-the-schneerson-collection-does-not-resolve-its-dispute-with-chabad>.
See examples of art loan cancellations, below notes 168-73.
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90-year ‘struggle’ to claim its religious heritage has led to confusion and sometimes
even distortion in appeals to high government leaders, parliamentary bodies and courts
on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as in the media. The present article can only begin
to clarify a few aspects.
On closer examination, particularly in a Russian context, the legal problems of a claim for
the ‘Library’ (books and manuscripts in RGB) are quite different from those for a potential
separate claim for the ‘Archive’ in RGVA. By trying to combine those claims, Chabad may
have won major legal victories in US Courts and wide publicity for its cause, but so far it
has failed to retrieve either its still uncatalogued ‘Library’ (books and manuscripts) or its
‘Archive’ from Russia.12 In a wider context, it could be argued that Chabad’s aggressive
pursuit of its still inadequately specified restitution claim in US Federal Court and its
failure to take into account Russian laws and restitution practices have increased negative
reactions in Russia, further intensifying broader government and public opposition
generally to restitution of foreign-claimed cultural property held in the Russian Federation.

The Schneersohn ‘Library’ in Moscow v. Brooklyn Chabad, 1915-1995
Nationalisation v. Schneersohn Appeals in the 1920s
With the German invasion in the First World War, members of the then relatively
unknown ultra-Orthodox Jewish community, now known worldwide as Agudas Chasidei
Chabad with headquarters in Brooklyn, fled from their homes in the isolated village of
Lubavichi (now in Smolensk Oblast), where their Second Rebbe, Rabbi Dovber (17731827), first settled in 1813 after the Napoleonic invasion.13 When the Fifth Rebbe, Rabbi
Shalom Ber Schneersohn (1860-1920), took refuge in Rostov-on-Don in 1915, he left
a wagon with 35 crates of books and manuscripts from Lubavichi in the courtyard of
a Moscow warehouse owned by a wealthy Hasid businessman and bibliophile Zelik
Persits.14 The warehouse was nationalised in 1919, and on 27th February 1920, the 35
crates were sealed, with a July 1921 order for “transfer of the Libraries of former Persits
and Schneersohn to the Book Depository of the State Rumiantsev Museum”.15
After his father’s death in 1920, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok Schneersohn (1880-1950), the
Sixth Rebbe, submitted an Appeal (zaiavlenie) in August 1922 claiming the 35 crates
as his personal library and contesting the legality of Soviet nationalisation.16 In May
12

13
14
15

16

See also Igor Filippov, ‘Comment échouer à se faire restituer des livres en Russie postsoviétique: le cas de la collection Schneerson’, in Saisies, spoliations et logiques de restitution.
Archives et bibliothèques au XXe siècle (Actes du colloque international, Strasbourg, 22-23
octobre 2010), ed. A. Sumpf and V. Laniol (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2012),
pp. 283-300. Professor Filippov, first director of RGB (1992-1996), is now Deputy Dean of the
History Faculty at Moscow State University.
Lubavichi is located near the southwest border of Smolensk Oblast; before 1917 it was in the Orsha
uezd of Mogilev Gubernia, most of which is now part of the independent republic of Belarus.
Zelik (or Zalka) Mordukhovich Persits reportedly fled Moscow south during the Civil War.
‘Mandat no. 655’, 27 Feb. 1920, Arkhiv RGB, opis’ 14/115, fol. 4; ‘Akt opechataniia Biblioteki b.
Shneiersona na Sklade Sofiiskogo podvor’ia’, 1 March 1920, ibid., fol. 5; ‘Mandat’, 23 July 1921,
Arkhiv RGB, opis' 17/172, fol. 2; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/140>, docs. 4, 5, and 11;
facsimiles with certified translation in Separating Fact from Fiction, A Submission by Agudas
Chasidei Chad of United States to the U.S. Helsinki Commission, April 6, 2005, Ex. E and F (copy
in the library of this author; also submitted to US Court, 27 June 2005, JA, vol. 1, pp. 185-241).
Iosif Sh. Schneersohn to Director Rumiantsev Museum, Zaiavlenie, received 22 Nov. 1922,
in Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. D; original (two copies) in Arkhiv
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‘Let Those Orthodox Jewish Books Go’
With an op-ed article by Michael Bohm in the Moscow Times, 25 Jan. 2013,
ten days after the DC Court imposed sanctions.
Cartoon by V. Bogorod (courtesy Moscow Times).
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1924, the 35 crates (five crates broken open and some books damaged by water) were
transported to the Rumiantsev Library, by then renamed the V.I. Lenin Public Library.17
The Jewish Department reported weight of the 35 crates as 411 pudov (c.6,580 kg.) but
gave no figures for the books and manuscripts contained.18 GBL did not keep track of
the provenance of all the Hebrew books acquired from various sources after 1918, many
lacking indication of ownership.
Rabbi Schneersohn settled in Leningrad
in 1924 and again tried to retrieve his
library with an Appeal (zaiavlenie) of 5th
February 1925 to Glavnauka (Department
of Science).19 Later that month, the
Lenin Library Learned Council rejected
Schneersohn’s claim, explaining among
other arguments, that Schneersohn’s 35
crates were considered ‘ownerless property’
because he “had not obtained a required
‘Mandate’ for a private book collection
over 500 volumes…, and had failed to
register his library with the Commissariat
of Enlightenment (Narkompros)” according
to 1918 Bolshevik decrees.20

Mandat (Official Order) for the transfer of
the Schneersohn Library to the Rumiantsev
Museum, 23 July 1921. Arkhiv RGB,
opis' 17/172, fol. 2 (see above note 15).
Image courtesy Russian State Library

17
18
19
20
21

Schneersohn in Exile/Emigration
Schneersohn was condemned to death in
1927 for ‘anti-revolutionary activities’,
namely founding underground yeshivas and
conducting prayer meetings, unauthorised
by the new Soviet atheist regime. When
high-level intervention facilitated his
release and exile to Latvia, he was permitted
to take with him some of his sacred texts
in 59 pieces of baggage, but the 35 crates
from Lubavichi remained in Moscow.21

RGB, opis’ 14/115, fol. 12-12v, both undated; electronic version at: <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/140>, doc. 12.
Arkhiv RGB, opis' 14/115, fols 13-22; several documents at: <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/140>, docs. 14-19.
S.I. Aizenshtadt, ‘Soobshchenie’, 13 May 1924, Arkhiv RGB, opis' 14/115, fol. 15; at: <http://
www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/140>, doc. 15.
Iosif Sh. Schneersohn to Glavnauka, Zaiavlenie, 5 Feb. 1925, in Separating Fact from Fiction,
above note 15, Ex. G; original in Arkhiv RGB, opis' 14/115, fol. 24; at <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/140>, doc. 13.
V.I. Nevskii (GBL director) to Nauchnyi Otdel Glavnauka, 26 Feb. 1925, Arkhiv RGB, opis’
14/115, fols 25 and 26; available at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/140>, doc. 13. (Not
included in Chabad Court submissions)
See Joseph Isaac Schneersohn, The Heroic Struggle: the Arrest and Liberation of Rabbi Yosef
Y. Schneersohn of Lubavitch in Soviet Russia, translated and adapted from the memoirs of the
Rebbe by Alter B.Z. Metzger (Brooklyn: Kehot Publication Society, 1999); Separating Fact
from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. H and I. See also Bradford Wiss, ‘DISCLOSURE: New Facts
Found in Chabad’s Quest for Sacred Texts’, Chabad Lubavitch Headquarters News, 19 July
2005, available at <http://lubavitch.com/news/article/2015100/DISCLOSURE-New-Facts350
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Rabbi Schneersohn moved to Poland in 1933 and established a Yeshiva in Otwock (20
km. south east of Warsaw). With the German invasion of September 1939, he was rescued,
ironically, with high-level German assistance.22 After he was granted immigrant status in
the United States in 1940, the Community of Agudas Chasidei Chabad was incorporated in
Brooklyn, New York, where its World Headquarters and Central Library are now located
at 770 Eastern Parkway. Rabbi Shalom DovBer Levine (often Levinson or Levin) directs
the Chabad library which he has described in an elaborate bilingual publication of 2009.23

The Conglomerate ‘Poliakov Collection’ in GBL
After acquisition in 1924, the Hebrew books from the 35 ‘Schneersohn crates’, and those
belonging to Persits and many others, were intermixed in what came to be known as the
‘Poliakov Collection’, labelled with shelf marks starting with ‘P’. Evidence has recently
surfaced that a preliminary card catalogue was prepared in the 1940s and ’50s of some
12,000 Hebrew books from various sources assigned to that collection.24 In a December
1990 report to the Ministry of Culture, then GBL Deputy Director V.M. Grigorov refers
to “the catalogue of the Poliakov Collection, [from which] it is impossible to delineate
cards describing Schneersohn books”.25
A 1991 GBL report (‘Spravka’) explained that the Schneersohn books had been
intermixed with the library of Samuil Poliakov, although it also noted that no Hebrew
books belonging to the Poliakov family were identified in GBL.26 The Poliakov brothers,
from a prominent Jewish family of bankers and railroad magnates, were according to
Chabad “ardent followers of Rabbi Sholom Ber Schneersohn”.27 According to the GBL
22
23

24
25
26
27

Found-In-Chabads-Quest-For-Sacred-Texts.html>.
See Bryan Mark Rigg, Rescued from the Reich: How One of Hitler’s Soldiers Saved the
Lubavitcher Rebbe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004).
Shalom DovBer Levine, Mi-beis Ha-Genozim/ Treasures from the Chabad Library: Rare
Volumes, Manuscripts, Letters, Documents, Sacred Objects, Marriage Contracts, Portraits
& Photographs Selected from the Central Chabad Lubavitch Library and Archive Center
(Brooklyn: Kehot Publication Society, 2009); English sample available at: <http://www.
chabadlibrary.org/exhibit/sample.pdf>. This author uses the surname of Levine as he uses in
US publications (sometimes catalogued as Shalom Duber Levin) and in US court; his passport
bears the surname Levinson, which he used in Russia.
Konstantin Burmistrov kindly informed the author in e-mails of 17 and 26 May 2013, with
images of two sample cards. The fate of the Poliakov card catalogue is unknown, as is the
identity of the compiler.
V.M. Grigorov to Ministry of Culture, 20 Dec. 1990, Arkhiv RGB, opis’ 263/858, fol. 221;
related files of the Ministry of Culture are not publicly accessible.
‘Spravka o knizhnoi i rukopisnoi kollektsii Shneersona’ (typescript, Moscow, GBL, n.d. [1991],
6 p.). Rabbi Levine kindly furnished the author a copy of the undated report; now available at
<http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 109.
As noted in a letter to Armand Hammer, 15 Jan. 1988, facsimile in Shalom Duber Levine
[often Levin], Yoman ha-shelihut ha-meyuhedet: ha-mishlahat she-shalah ha-Rabi le-Rusyah
le-itur u-ge'ulat osef sifre rabotenu nersi’ enu/ ha-yoman nikhtav be-mahalakh ha-shelihut…’al
wede Shalom Duber Levin [Diary of the Special Mission: Delegation sent by the Rebbe to
Russia for locating and redeeming the books of our rabbis] (Brooklyn: Sifriyat Agudat Hasside
Habad, Ohel Yosef Yitshak, Lyubavitsh, 5761/2000 or 2001), p. 25; available at <http://www.
chabadlibrary.org/books/pdf/yoman.pdf>. The author appreciates the translation from the
Hebrew by Leah Orent, retired from the Judaica Department of Harvard College Library.
Samuil Solomonovich Poliakov (1837-1888), based in St Petersburg, died three decades before
the Schneersohn books reached GBL. His brother Lazar (1843-1914) headed banks in Moscow.
He had a private synagogue (now Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue) and financed construction of
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‘Spravka’, in addition to books from the Schneersohn Library and the Moscow Choral
Synagogue, the ‘Poliakov Collection’ consisted of a conglomeration of Hebraica from at
least eight pre-revolutionary collections, including the Library of the Moscow Theological
Academy, the Moscow Eparchial Library, the Moscow Central Jewish Library, the main
library of the Holy-Trinity Sergius Lavra, the Kasimov Library, along with private
libraries of Sh. Tsukerman, Ben-Tsion Iakovlevich Ettlinger and the Karaite Library from
Evpatoria (Eupatoria) in Crimea. According to GBL reports, “As of 30 December 1990
… only 2,000 books in the Poliakov Collection had been fully processed”.28 At that point
the ‘Poliakov Collection’ contained a total of c.12,000 books – 1,200 rare books (sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries) and 10,750 others (including 2,300 in the main GBL building,
and 8,450 in the GBL satellite repository in the Moscow suburb of Khimki). Only an
“estimated 3,000 books could be identified of Schneersohn provenance”.29

The World Headquarters and Library of
Agudas Chasidei Chabad, 770 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn NY.
Courtesy Chabad Library (Brooklyn)

Chabad’s Alleged c.1914 Lubavichi List
Meanwhile in Brooklyn, unbeknownst to GBL (and still in 2012 to RGB), Chabad
retains a typescript Hebrew ‘short title’ list of 5,641 titles (5,622 printed books),
allegedly prepared in Lubavichi c.1914. Rabbi Levine showed this author a copy in
2004.30 According to Levine, the list had remained with the Sixth Rebbe until his death in
1950 and then with Chaim Lieberman, his secretary and curator of his collection. Levine,
then librarian for the Seventh Rebbe, received a copy from Lieberman in 1981.31 There
28
29
30

31

the Choral Synagogue, the largest in Moscow.
V.M. Grigorov to N.N. Gubenko, ‘O kollektsii knig ravvina I. Shneersona v GBL’, [20 Dec.
1990], Arkhiv RGB, opis' 263/858, fols 253-56.
‘Spravka’ [1991], above note 26.
Based on this author’s Nov. 2004 visit with Rabbi Levine and later telephone and e-mail
exchanges (Jan.-April 2012). The undated and untitled c.300-page list Levine first showed
to this author ended with no. 5619. Later he sent the final page, covering printed books to
no. 5622, and an additional 19 titles of loose printed leaflets (nos. 5624-42) with prayers for
special occasions, which he explained have not been preserved. Numbered Hebrew alphabetical
listings include authors, short titles, place and date of publication, and format; no pagination
or number of volumes are given, nor indication of which titles were bound as convolutes (i.e.
several titles bound together).
Confirmed by Henoch Abrahamson, ‘Chabad vs. Russia: A Legal Battle of Epic Proportions’,
AMI Magazine, 22 Dec. 2010, at <http://www.collive.com/files/0.80574767476_3181568.
pdf>. One undocumented allegation suggests the list was prepared in Moscow in the 1920s by
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is confusion and contradictory evidence as to whether a copy of this list was ever given
to the Lenin Library (GBL) before 2013.
Levine told this author that 50 of the original books listed are now in Brooklyn, although
his history of the Brooklyn Library states that c.100 volumes from Lubavitch accompanied
the Rebbe and today “are held in a special bookcase in the Chabad Library”.32 He reports
the Brooklyn library has acquired copies of 4,286 of the 5,622 titles on the Lubavichi list
(i.e. all but 670) from various sources; all are listed in their Internet catalogue.33

Destination Moscow: Chabad 1988 Voyage of Discovery
Rabbi Levine first visited the Soviet Union in January 1988 together with Rabbis
Sholomo Boroch Cunin, who directs Chabad in California and Chabad lobbying efforts,
and Canadian-born Yosef Aronov, who now heads Chabad in Israel. American business
magnate Armand Hammer had arranged their visit.34 When the Chabad rabbis verified
their 1914 Lubavichi list against the GBL general catalogue in 1988, they found only
87 rare books (sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) listed, for which Levine prepared
a correlation table.35 In mid-January 1988, GBL Hebrew specialist Lev Moiseevich
Dagovich arranged for them to examine twelve of the 87 books from the Rare Book
Department (Museum of the Book).
The Chabad rabbis reported their visit to Armand Hammer:
[Levine] immediately recognized and identified several of these books by
notations on margin in the handwriting of the previous Rabbi…. These
books also tally exactly with our list.
…[W]e conclude with complete conviction that the other books of this
collection, from which the above 12 books were pulled, also belong to the
same owner, since evidently the collection had been preserved as a unit. …
we are convinced that it is what we were looking for.
....The only news to us was that the collection is now named ‘The Poliakoff
Collection’, instead of Schneersohn (or Lubavitsch) collection.
...We now respectfully request to have the said collection released to us, via
the Ministry of Culture.36
Hammer forwarded the Chabad memorandum to Minister of Culture Vasilii Zakharov,
32
33
34

35
36

Lieberman, a scholar of Jewish printing.
Treasures from the Chabad Library, above note 23, p. 4.
The Brooklyn Internet catalogue in Hebrew can be accessed at <http://chabadlibrary.org/
catalog/>. The author is grateful to Leah Orent for further analysis. Those books suspected as
being in RGB are indicated with ‘location 130’ at the end of entries.
Armand Hammer (Manhattan, 1898 - Los Angeles, 1990) was the son of Jewish emigrants
from the Russian Empire. He went to the USSR in the 1920s and enriched himself with various
business enterprises as the ‘Soviet’s favorite capitalist’. A generous supporter of the Democratic
Party, he had strong ties with the Gore family and significantly contributed to Albert Gore, Jr’s
bid for the Senate and his presidential ambitions, which may help explain Gore’s championing
of the Chabad cause
Rabbi Levine kindly sent this author a copy of his 1988 list of 87 rare books. Cf. Notice of
Supplemental Memorandum, 8 April 2009, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 69, Ex. 0; also with the 30 July
2010 Order, Attachment III (as per copy on PACER).
‘Lubavitch delegation’ to Hammer, 15 Jan. 1988, facsimile in Levine, Yoman [Diary], above
note 27, p. 25.
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with a strong request for the return of the Schneersohn Library.37 At that point Chabad was
still counting on a benevolent handout from on high, thanks to Hammer’s good offices.
One of the twelve books Rabbi Levine inspected was an incunabulum printed in 1485
in Soncino (Italy), bearing an inscription in the hand of one of the Lubavich rebbes.38
That was one of the three Hebrew incunabula in GBL that Russian Hebraist Semen
Iakerson had identified in the ‘Poliakov Collection’ in his 1988 catalogue.39 That volume
has recently been rebound and recatalogued, and according to specialists from the GBL
Rare Book Department (Museum of the Book – MK) has “no markings of the Poliakov
or Schneersohn Collection”.40

Destination Moscow: Chabad Retrieval Delegation, 1990–1991
Once the Chabad delegation had confirmed to their satisfaction that books from the
‘Schneersohn Library’ were in Moscow’s Lenin Library in 1988, Rabbi Menachem
Mendel Schneersohn (1902-1994), the Seventh Rebbe, in 1990 appointed four rabbis
exclusively for a holy mission “to resolve and facilitate the return of the … Schneersohn
Agudas Chassidei Chabad Library in Moscow to the World Headquarters of Agudas
Chassidei Chabad, at 770 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, New York”: Rabbis Levine, Cunin,
Aronov and Russian-born Yitzak Kogan. Veronika Irina-Kogan, a Russian university
graduate in philosophy who represented Chabad in Moscow courts, was later added to
the designated delegation.41
Rabbi Kogan had sought emigration to Israel since 1972, but as a high-profile engineer in
a military concern in Leningrad who also headed the underground Chabad community,
did not receive an exit visa until 1986. After obtaining Israeli citizenship, he was sent
back to Russia by Rebbe Schneersohn in 1990 to help revitalise Chabad traditions in
Russia. He became rabbi of the Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue, built on the remains of
the private synagogue that had been part of Lazar Poliakov’s Moscow home.42
The elder Rabbi Cunin (b. 1940), who has been heading Chabad lobbying efforts in the
United States, works closely with two of his sons, Chaim Cunin (b. 1975) and Yosef
37
38
39
40

41
42

Hammer’s telex to Zakharov, facsimile in Levine, Yoman [Diary], above note 27. Cf Akinsha
(with Grimsted), above note 1, pp. 237-38.
Josep Albo (c.1380 - c.1444), Sefer ha-Ikrim [Book of philosophical principles] (Soncino, 1485)
now RGB Inc.4.236 with the GBL Poliakov number 1176, as catalogued in 1936 from the
‘Poliakov Collection’. Levine affirms that it corresponds to no. 3527 on his 1914 Lubavichi list.
Semen Iakerson, Evreiskie inkunabuly: Opisanie ekzempliarov, khraniashchikhsia v
bibliotekakh Moskvy i Leningrada (Leningrad: BAN, 1988), pp. 99-102 (no. 35).
In an e-mail message to this author (23 March 2012), RGB rare-book curator Tat'iana
Dolgodrova wrote. “I verified once again – in our Division (Muzei knigi), there is not one book
from Schneersohn – all were transferred to the Oriental Division [i.e. Oriental Centre]. Among
them there were no incunabula”.
Letter signed by Rabbi Yehude Krinsky, Secretary, 22 May 1991, in Separating Fact from
Fiction, above note 15, Ex. N. Veronika Rafailovna Irina-Kogan (no relationship to Rabbi
Kogan) is now rector of the Maimonides Classical Academy, a Jewish university run by Chabad.
Rabbi Yitzak (Itskhak Abramovich) Kogan (b. Leningrad, 1946). See Kogan’s memoirs: Gorit
i ne sgoraet (Moscow/Kyiv: Evreiskaia biblioteka Ob'edinennoi Evreiskoi obshchiny Ukrainy,
2011), at <http://jewish.kiev.ua/files/Books/Kniga_new_CS6.pdf>. See also his more recent
interview ‘Ravvin Itskhak KOGAN: vozvrat knig predreshen, no on proizoidet ne po sudu, a
po dobroi vole rossiiskikh vlastei’, Boss, 2013, no. 3, at <http://www.bossmag.ru/archiv/2013/
boss-03-2013-g/>, and below note 64.
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Cunin (b. 1973), both rabbis. Indicative of the Cunin sense of mission, the elder Cunin
remarked in a 2005 interview:
We will never, never stop until we get back the last book, the last
manuscript, the last picture … I am fulfilling the most urgent mission the
Rebbe entrusted [to] me, and now my children are doing the same. … How
are they going to get rid of me? I’ve got 13 kids, and their kids will be no
less determined.43
Levine and his colleagues returned to Moscow in late November 1990 and stayed on until
May 1992, as instructed by their Rebbe in attempt to retrieve the Schneersohn books. In
May 1991 Levine was permitted to visit the GBL Rare Book Department briefly. Library
staff became apprehensive, however, when he was taken into the Rare Book stacks and
identified many books marked with ‘P’ from sources other than Lubavichi as being of
Schneersohn provenance.44
Also in 1991, the Chabad delegation was given scribbled listings (281 slips) from the
conglomerate ‘Collection of Hebrew Manuscripts’ (fond 182) in the GBL Manuscript
Department, to which the Schneersohn manuscripts had been assigned.45 The descriptions
lacked attribution, but the rabbis were not permitted to examine the manuscripts because
the collection had not been processed.

GBL and the Unidentified Schneersohn Collection, 1990-1991
Undoubtedly the Chabad rabbis did not realise the serious attention GBL was giving
to the Schneersohn library and its possible restitution. The new Minister of Culture
Nikolai N. Gubenko ordered the Lenin Library to form a commission to investigate the
collection. RGB Deputy Director V.M. Grigorov initially replied (3rd December 1990),
stating that 5,000 titles (11,000 volumes) and 400 manuscripts in the ‘Schneersohn
Collection’ were received in 1924. He later (20th December 1990) corrected himself,
explaining that figures “could not be determined”. He noted that even when “Rabbi
Levinson [Levine] was shown books in the GBL stacks…, he indicated Karaite books as
Hasidic”.46 Concluding his report to Gubenko, Grigorov raised the most important issue
that has continually arisen in Russia:
Return of the Schneersohn Collection might establish a dangerous precedent
that could be followed … by systematic destruction of the national library
collections and lower the quality of service to readers.
As an example, Grigorov continued,
on 18 November I received a letter from the Foreign Ministry regarding
Israeli pretensions for the Baron Günzburg Collection that had apparently
been bequeathed to the Jewish National and University Library.47
43
44
45
46
47

As quoted by Veronica Torrejón, ‘Chabad Battles Russia for Trove of Works’, Los Angeles
Times, 12 March 2005, at <http://articles.latimes.com/2005/mar/12/local/me-beliefs12>.
Rabbi Levine and RGB librarians showed this author examples of the markings found on
Chabad books. Cf. Akinsha (with Grimsted), above note 1, pp. 240-41.
Levine showed this author the slips from GBL/RGB MS Department in Nov. 2004.
Grigorov to Gubenko, ‘O kollektsii knig ravvina I. Shneersona v GBL’, 3 Dec. 1990, Arkhiv
RGB, opis' 263/858, fols 153-56; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 31; Grigorov
to Gubenko, 20 Dec. 1990, Arkhiv RGB, opis’ 263/858, fol. 221.
Grigorov to Gubenko, 3 Dec. 1990, above note 46, fol. 156.
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In early December 1990, the Protocol of a meeting of the GBL Directorate and Learned
Council repeated the 1925 explanation that the Schneersohn Collection had not been
registered in accordance with 1918 Decrees. Besides, the “collection had not been fully
processed” and “a complete catalogue was lacking….”48 They committed “the library to

The four Chabad emissaries designated by the Seventh Rebbe for ‘the holy
mission’ to arrange the transfer of the Schneersohn Library in Russia to
Brooklyn examine a duplicate copy of the a Schneersohn book that was
presented to US Vice-President Gore by the Russian State Library (RGB)
in Moscow, December 2002. Left to right: Rabbis Yitzak Kogan (Moscow),
Shlomo Boroch Cunin (California), Shalom DovBer Levine, who directs
the Chabad Library (Brooklyn), and Yosef Aronov (Israel).
Photo courtesy Chabad Library (Brooklyn)

immediate measures to ensure access to the given collection in terms of copies, transfer of
documents to optical discs, as well as scientific processing of the collection, publication
of catalogues, publishing scholarly works, and openly revealing their content”.49
Unfortunately, in retrospect, the Chabad rabbis missed out on those possibilities and
did not agree to collaborative cataloguing. Leading Hebraicist Semen Iakerson from
the Academy of Sciences personally offered to assist, but Chabad rejected his offer, as
Iakerson recently recalled:
I suggested first to separate out the library from the larger RGB holdings,
but the ‘Lubavichers’ did not want laborious and time-consuming work …
they wanted to receive everything quickly. … I recommended establishing
a commission with Chabad, GBL representatives, and myself as an
independent expert. The ‘Lubavichers’ would not agree. There was never
48
49

Protokol, Joint meeting of the GBL Directorate, Learned Council, and Readers’ Council, ‘O sobranii
knig i rukopisei iz biblioteki I. Shneersona’, 6 Dec. 1990, Arkhiv RGB, opis' 263/858, fols 212-18.
In fact the Güntzburg Collection had been sold before 1917 and bequeathed to JNUL.
Decisions of the Joint Meeting, 7 Dec. 1990, Arkhiv RGB, opis' 263/858, fols 201-202.
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an agreed-upon list of books. Chabad named a completely unbelievable
figure – from 10 to 30,000 volumes. By that time it was known that there
were perhaps only 2 to 3,000 of the Rebbe’s books …, no more….50
Nevertheless, at Kogan’s request, Iakerson wrote to Gorbachev in February 1991,
emphasising “the complete lack of perspective for retaining the library in the USSR. …
Because there are no Soviet specialists in the history of Hasidism or Jewish religious
thought”, the books should be “returned to their legal owners, who have the spiritual and
material potential for their restoration.…”51 After Chabad refused his offer of assistance
in identifying the books, however, Iakerson distanced himself from the affair and later
reversed his position.52
Chabad Appeals on High
Chabad continued to pursue all 12,000 books labelled as the ‘Poliakov Collection’,
which the Chabad delegation believed should be handed over to it as legitimate heirs
for transfer to Brooklyn. Its appeals went to the highest possible leaders within the

Patriotic anti-Chabad pickets in front of the Lenin Library (GBL), late fall 1991.
Slogans read:“Levinson, Beat it, Get out” (left);“Zionism – ‘NO’”;“Taking
historical valuables out of the country – most serious treachery!” (right)
Photo courtesy Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue
50
51
52

Lev Aizenshtat, ‘Sobiratel' zhemchuzhin [Interview with Semen Iakerson]’, Narod Knigi v
mire knig, 51 (June 2004), at <http://narodknigi.ru/journals/51/sobiratel_zhemchuzhin_br_
intervyu_s_semenom_yakersonom/>.
Semen Iakerson to M.S. Gorbachev, 2 Feb. 1991; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>,
doc. 52; Iakerson was then custodian of Jewish holdings in the Leningrad Branch of the Institute
of Oriental Studies (LOIV AN SSSR).
See below note 164. Iakerson expanded his explanation to this author in a Sept. 2013 meeting.
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Soviet establishment, aided by contacts of Armand Hammer (before his death in 1990).
Rabbi Cunin, with his political savvy, assisted their lobbying efforts including widely
reported confrontational public demonstrations, as portrayed in his account of Chabad’s
‘Struggle’.53 That text also reveals Chabad’s religious intensity and cultural insensitivity
to the Russian scene which resulted in its failing to pursue more moderate and less
confrontational procedures that might have brought more success at the time, when
many in Russia were trying to help Chabad during that final year of the Soviet regime.
Rabbi Kogan recently suggested the month of December 1990 was crucial for ‘The Struggle’,
and that “even a date for transfer had been set”. His words now appear retrospectively as
wishful thinking, because certainly, neither the Lenin Library (GBL) nor its controlling
Ministry of Culture had set a date, and no paper trail to that effect has surfaced.54
Odessa-born Nikolai Gubenko, a well-known actor and director of the liberal Taganka
Theatre, became the last Soviet Minister of Culture in 1989. Certainly he was not about
to set a date for transfer of the Schneersohn Collection, as he clarified on 10th December
1990: “the collection … was nationalised in 1921 and became the property of the
State. Its transfer contradicts the interests of Soviet Jewry, because the collection is the
national heritage of the country and a most valuable historical monument”. He repeated
those words many times, including in a letter to Rabbi Schneersohn in March 1991.
Nonetheless in a letter to the Chabad delegation in early 1991, he suggested provisions
for access, cataloguing and even readiness for eventual exchange of duplicates.55
Gubenko subsequently became one of the most outspoken opponents of restitution of
Soviet ‘trophies’ from the Second World War, and of cultural restitution in general.

Re-emerging Judaism, Synagogues Restored and a Divided Rabbinate
The hopes for Chabad’s ‘struggle’ to retrieve the Schneersohn texts must be understood
in the context of re-emerging Judaism, and especially its Hasidic branch, as a major
religious force in Russia, with synagogues returned to the community.
Bol'shaia Bronnai and Rabbi Yitzak Kogan
Most important for Brooklyn Chabad was the synagogue mentioned above on Bol'shaia
Bronnaia, 6, often known as the Poliakov Synagogue. It had been closed and its rabbi
executed with many from his congregation at the height of Stalinist terror in 1937, and the
building turned into a trade-union centre. Competing Jewish groups contested ownership in
the late 1980s, but in January 1991 the building was handed over to Chabad and registered
by the Moscow Community.56 After fire bombings in 1992 and again in 1999, the totally
53

54
55

56

See ‘The Struggle, a Partial Chronology of the Attempt to Secure the Return of the Schneerson
Library: “The litmus test of justice and compliance within Russia”’ (Moscow, 30 March 1992);
Cunin’s name appears as compiler on p. 13. The author is grateful to the Brooklyn Chabad
Library for a copy of this pamphlet, which formed the basis for Senator Gore’s deposition in
the Congressional Record, 31 March 1992, below note 88.
Kogan, Gorit i ne sgoraet, above note 42, p. 320; and more recently as quoted in his presentation
at the 2011 Round Table, as published by Boss, below note 163.
Gubenko to Hammer, 10 Dec. 1990, facsimile in Levine, Yoman [Diary], above note 27, p. 102;
at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, no. 34; Gubenko to Rabbi Schneersohn, March 1991,
facsimile in Levine, Yoman [Diary], above note 27, p. 253. Gubenko to Rabbis Cunin, Aronov,
Kogan and Levinson [Levine], 18 Dec. 1990, at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, no. 37.
See Walter Ruby, ‘Soviet Jewish groups quibble over award of old synagogue’, Jerusalem Post,
17 April 1991, reproduced in facsimile in Levine, Yoman [Diary], above note 27, p. 285.
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The Seventh Rebbe blesses Rabbi Shalom DovBer Levine and Veronika
Irina-Kogan with a lucky dollar bill for their mission to retrieve the
Schneersohn Library in Moscow.
Photo courtesy Chabad Library (Brooklyn)

renovated synagogue was inaugurated in April 2004, in celebration of the 120th anniversary
of its opening by Poliakov. It is still presided over today by Russian-born former refusnik
Rabbi Kogan, one of the four appointed by the Seventh Rebbe to retrieve the Schneersohn
Library.57 Notably, the synagogue was proposed in Court in November 1991 as a Moscow
venue for the Schneersohn Library, when it became the registered address for the state
‘Maimonides Academy’, a higher-educational institution for Jewish Studies, with Veronika
Irina-Kogan the rector.58 After sanctions in January 2013, as will be seen below, both
Rabbi Kogan and Veronika Irina-Kogan are now supporting the Russian presidential
‘compromise’ to transfer the Schneersohn Collection to Mar'ina Roshcha.
Mar'ina Roshcha and Rabbi Berel Lazar
A second Moscow synagogue handed over to Chabad was that at Mar'ina Roshcha,
presided over since 1990 by Hasidic Rabbi Berel Lazar, who was sent to Moscow by the
Seventh Rebbe.59 Firebombed and almost completely burned down in December 1993
and several subsequent bombings, it now boasts a beautiful new building completed in
1996, and a modern community centre financed by several Russian oligarchs.60 Rabbi
Lazar was instrumental in founding the Federation of Jewish Communities of Russia
(FJC/ FEOR), dominated by Chabad Lubavitch, which in November 1999 elected him
Chief Rabbi. Since taking Russian citizenship, he was elected Chief Rabbi of Russia in
2000, and enjoys the strong support of President Vladimir Putin.
57
58
59

60

Regarding Kogan, see above notes 42 and 54.The recently renovated website displays extensive
documentation on the Schneersohn Library: at<http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=documents>.
The State Jewish Academy (Gosudarstvennaia evreiskaia akademiia), created 29 Dec. 1991,
was renamed in 2000 Maimonides State Classical Academy (Gosudarstvennaia klassicheskaia
akademiia im. Maimonida).
Rabbi Shlomo DovBer Pinchas Lazar, better known as Berel Lazar (b. Milan, Italy, 1964),
completed university in the United States, became an American citizen, and was ordained in
the Central-LubavitchYeshiva (NY) in 1987. See <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berel_Lazar>;
and Aleksei Maksimov, ‘Berl Lazar: “Pomogaem kazhdomu, kto k nam obrashchaetsia”’,
Nezavisimaia Gazeta, 11 March 2001, at <http://www.ng.ru/ideas/2001-11-03/7_lazar.html>.
On the bombings, see for example, ‘Leaders of Russian Faiths Denounce Violence Against
Places of Worship’, at <http://www.oldhost.ucsj.org/stories/052198rnws.shtml>.
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Lazar’s embroilments with wealthy Russian oligarchs and his close ties with Putin
have invigorated revival of Judaism in Russia and Kremlin favour for his Hasidic
followers – albeit often subject to criticism from opponents. Rivalries among Moscow
rabbis have in turn affected the struggle for the Schneersohn books. Of particular
importance, Lazar was not one of the four rabbis appointed by the Seventh Rebbe to
retrieve the books for the Brooklyn-based Agudas Chabad. Since the ‘struggle’ began in
the early 1990s, Lazar has supported the Russian Court and Government position to hand
the collection over to a Jewish institution in Russia.
Moscow Choral Synagogue and Rabbi Adolf Shaevich
Lazar’s political rival, Soviet-born Rabbi Adolf Shaevich, has presided over the nonHasidic Choral Synagogue since 1983. That largest and most important synagogue in
Moscow was the only one active during the Soviet period. The more pluralistic Russian
Jewish Congress (RJC) chose Rabbi Shaevich as Chief Rabbi in 1989. The oligarch
Vladimir Gusinskii became president of RJC, but after opposing Putin’s presidential bid,
Gusinskii was eventually stripped of Russian citizenship. Accordingly today the Kremlin
does not recognise Shaevich as Chief Rabbi, in deference to Lazar, although he has
nonetheless played an important role in the Schneersohn claim.61 For example, in autumn
1990, he helped Rabbi Kogan and the American rabbis prepare and personally presented
a letter to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev requesting restitution of the books. Yet
Shaevich recognises that it was thanks to the Lenin Library that the books “fortunately
survived during that most difficult period in the history of Russia…, [and had] not been
eaten by mice…”62.
Shaevich would have liked to have seen the books handed over to the Brooklyn Chabad
in 1990, however, as he explained more recently:
…The American Chabad decided to make a demonstrative gesture, to stage
pickets in front of the library [GBL] …, perhaps only to show by their
public action how strongly they were grieving from loss of their books
… and fulfilling the will of the Rebbe. … But the situation in the country
was difficult then. By their actions, Chabad enraged Parliament, enraged
the powers that be…. The possibility of transfer of the books fell through.
When I went to the Kremlin, Gubenko complained to me, ‘I cannot even go
anywhere without meeting Hasid pickets with abusive words and entreaties,
“give us our books”. … To be sure all that produced only the opposite
reaction. … If there hadn’t been all that public display, I’m convinced the
library probably would have given the books over to them, I don’t know
about the manuscripts, but at least the books; most of those books aren’t
even rarities….63
61

62
63

Adolf Shaevich (often Shayevich or Shaievich), b. Birobidzhan, 1938 of west Ukrainian Jewish
roots, attended seminary in Budapest and was ordained in April 1980. He became Rabbi of the
Choral Synagogue in 1983. See the interview by Mikhail Tul'skii, ‘Adolf Shaevich: “Glavnogo
ravvina Rossii dolzhny izbirat' rossiiane”’, Nezavisimaia gazeta, 11 March 2001, at <http://
www.ng.ru/ideas/2001-11-03/7_shaevich.html>.
‘R. Adol'f Shaevich: dlia togo, chtoby otdat’ biblioteku, segodnia nuzhna volia na samom
verkhu’ [interview] in Boss, 2011, no. 4, at <http://www.bossmag.ru/archiv/2011/boss-042011-g/put-iz-mertvoj-tochki.html>.
Shaevich, Interview, in Boss, 2011, no. 4, above note 62.
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No Return from On High
The Chabad ‘Struggle’ for the return of its books in the Lenin Library that started in
Moscow in 1990, and the discrepancies, if not misrepresentation at times, with which
Chabad reported the Moscow proceedings to US authorities and later in US Court,
remains one of the most important and least understood aspects of its case. One of
the most surreal episodes occurred in September 1991, when the Chabad delegation
became convinced that Gorbachev was about to order transfer. Shortly after the 1991
August ‘Putsch’, according to Rabbi Kogan, on 6th September, he was summoned to
meet with Gorbachev’s deputy Aleksandr Yakovlev, who allegedly assured him that
under Gorbachev’s authority he would order the return of the Schneersohn books and
that Chabad should go to the Library and collect them.64 Rabbi Cunin, who was present
at the meeting, repeated that claim in US Court, and likewise in his testimony before
the Helsinki Commission, suggesting Gorbachev through his deputy Yakovlev actually
ordered the Lenin Library to hand the books over to Chabad representatives in Moscow.65
However, there is no evidence to support that claim.
That same afternoon, Kogan, Cunin and a bus load of about 30 Hasids forced their way
into the GBL entrance hall demanding their books – with orchestrated TV coverage.
Finally GBL director Anatolii Volik came out to meet them. Refusing their request, he
nonetheless invited them to his office, where they remained for 34 hours. Orders from
‘on high’ never arrived, and they finally left when told the matter would not even be
considered until they did. We now know that Gorbachev never issued such an Order,
nor did he authorise Yakovlev or anyone else to do so. Moreover, Chabad rabbis and
their colleagues never would have been permitted to enter the stacks of the Lenin
Library themselves, let alone to remove any books; besides, the Schneersohn books
were intermixed with others, and most of them were still uncatalogued. In April 2012,
following an enquiry, Gorbachev personally sent a letter to Igor Filippov, former director
of RGB, firmly denying any such promise or written affirmation.66 The following day,
members of the Chabad delegation led by Rabbi Cunin started a prayer vigil on the
steps of the Lenin Library, lasting for approximately nineteen days until a Russian Court
responded to their plea.

Chabad v. the Lenin Library in Soviet Court
With no immediate success from high-level appeals and demonstrations for its still
undesignated sacred texts, Chabad petitioned the People’s Court (Narodnyi sud) in
Moscow Central Region on 20th September 1991. That Court was not prepared to deal
with the case, although it would have been the appropriate court before which to claim its
property.67 Subsequently, Chabad found a sympathetic court, namely the State Arbitration
64
65
66

67

Kogan, Gorit i ne sgoraet, above note 42, pp. 324-25. See also Kogan’s 2011 interview:‘Biblioteka
Shneersona v mertvoi tochke’, Nezvisimaia gazeta, 21 Sept. 2011, at <http://www.ng.ru/ng_
religii/2011-09-21/5_library.html>.
Declaration of Rabbi Boruch Shlomo Eliyahu Cunin, 11 July 2005, Chabad v. RF, pp. 2-3; JA,
vol. 1, pp. 790-91. Cunin described the episode in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53, p. 4.
Igor Filippov describes the episode in Aleksei Iablokov, ‘Neveroiatnye prikliucheniia biblioteki
Shneersona’, Vedomosti. Piatnitsa, 25 Jan. 2013, at <http://www.vedomosti.ru/lifestyle/
news/8383431/neveroyatnye_priklyucheniya_biblioteki_schneersona>. Filippov interviewed
many people involved in the events, and received a letter of denial from Gorbachev in April
2012. I have drawn on his draft account in the following brief summary.
‘Iskovoe zaiavlenie v Narodnyi sud Tsentral'nogo raiona g. Moskvy’, 20 Sept. 1991, signed by
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Court (Gosudarstvennyi arbitrazh) of the Russian Soviet Federation (RSFSR). Although
it accepted the case, in fact, however, that court was not legally authorised to deal with
private property claims.Veronika Irina-Kogan submitted a petition on Chabad’s behalf
on 26th September 1991. Even without any list of the books and manuscripts claimed,
that same day, the Arbitration Court placed a ‘lien’ (Rus. arest) on 381 manuscripts and
a total of 12,087 books in several specified GBL stack areas.68 As explained earlier, those
figures, roughly corresponding to the GBL figures for the Poliakov Collection, were
based on Chabad’s assumption that the so-called ‘Poliakov Collection’ was a cover name
for the Schneersohn Collection.
Soon thereafter, Chabad submitted a complaint to the same Court for return of the
Schneersohn books. In response, GBL submitted its Review of Complaint with an appended
Report (Rus. Spravka), certifying that it could not verify the figures for the ‘Schneersohn
Library’ specified in the Chabad petition. GBL also submitted a proposal for cataloguing,
publications and duplication on microfilm and CD-Rom.69 Nevertheless, overlooking the
GBL submission, on 8th October 1991, a panel of three judges of the State Arbitration
Court handed down a favourable decision for Chabad, substantiating its ownership of the
undesignated contents of the collection as against the GBL nationalisation.70 Questions
remain about alleged irregularities in the conduct of the case, and the attorney who
represented GBL recently suggested considerable political pressure was involved.71 To the
contrary, Rabbi Cunin, who was present during the proceedings, reported:
Using historical correspondence from the Library’s own file, our lawyer
establishes that the books were never nationalized or abandoned by their
rightful owners. The Lenin Library’s lawyer cannot substantiate claims
to the contrary. Nor, despite great dramatics, could he establish any other
legitimate grounds for retaining the books. The Court rule[d] that the books
must to be returned within 30 days.72
Both the Lenin Library and the Attorney General filed appeals.73 An urgent GBL staff
meeting on 10th October ended with an emotional declaration that the Court decision was
illegal: “A precedent is established – pillage of the collections of the Library is started”.74
The staff refused to comply and announced pickets at the library entrance.
68

69
70

71
72
73
74

V.G. Kuravskii, at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc.41 (lacking date and number).
Reshenie, Gosudarstvennyi arbitrazh RSFSR (State Arbitration Court of the RSFSR): Isk
Evreiskoi religioznoi obshchiny liubavicheskikh khasidov “Khabad” k Gosudarstvnnoi biblioteke
im. Lenina, no. 350/1, 26 Sept. 1991, in Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. O; and
‘The Struggle’, above note 53, Ex. 6; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 68.
GBL ‘Spravka’, 4 Oct. 1991, to the RSFSR Arbitration Court, appended to GBL– ‘Otzyv
na iskovoe zaiavlenie’, 2 Oct. 1991, signed by A.P. Volik; partial copy in Arkhiv RGB, opis'
263/873, fols 190-92; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 70.
Reshenie, Gosudarstvennyi arbitrazh RSFSR: Isk Evreiskoi religioznoi obshchiny
liubavicheskikh khasidov “Khabad” k Gosudarstvnnoi biblioteke im. Lenina, no. 350/13,
8 Oct. 1991, in Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. P; at <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 69.
See Ekaterina Sazhneva, ‘Ston Shneersona’ (interview with Sergei Sedakov), Moskovskii
komsomolets, 21 March 2013; at <http://www.mk.ru/social/interview/2013/03/21/829663ston-shneersona.html>.
Cunin, ‘Chronology – 8 Oct. 1991’, in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53.
The appeals from the Attorney General and from GBL to the State Arbitration Count appear at
<http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, as docs 71, and 81-84.
GBL staff announcement at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 73, with related
documents. See also ‘Reshenie sobraniia’, 10 Oct. 1991, Arkhiv RGB, opis' 263/873, fols 190-92.
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Rabbi Cunin was keeping his US political supporters informed, especially Tennessee
Senator Albert Gore, Jr, who wrote a strong appeal to President Yeltsin, suggesting:
this issue has unexpectedly become a test case with far-reaching implications
involving not just the fate of a collection of sacred texts, but also the question
of whether, in the Russian republic, Russian law is to be sacred.75

The appointed delegation of Chabad rabbis meet with Deputy Minister
of Culture Tolstikov (left). Left to right Rabbis Cunin, Levine and Ahronov.
Veronika Irina-Kogan (with back of head).
Photo courtesy Chabad Library (Brooklyn)

On appeal, the State Arbitration Court on 18th November 1991 in part revoked and in part
modified the October ruling. The RSFSR Supreme Chief Arbitrator V.V. Grebennikov
held that the library had indeed been nationalised and could not be exported abroad: “the
disputed collection of books and manuscripts was collected in Russia and is considered
part of Russia’s national treasure”. The Court nonetheless decreed a compromise, whereby
it ordered the Lenin Library to transfer the “entire collection of books and manuscripts
known as the Schneersohn Library to the Jewish National Library” – that library (not yet
established) having been substituted in the Chabad petition at the last minute.76
Even without a list of books, Chabad representatives decided to enforce the decision
themselves, arriving at the Lenin Library with crates to take away the books, as
pictured in the most popular Moscow evening tabloid, Vechernaia Moskva (see image
on p. 364).77 That confrontation was followed by a series of demonstrations and sitins. Chabad members claimed to have been attacked by the library guards, and on 20th
November began a hunger strike in the administrative entranceway. The largest library in
75
76
77

Gore to Yeltsin, 8 Nov. 1991; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 85.
V.V. Grebennikov, Postanovlenie, and Prikaz, Gosudarstvennyi arbitrazh RSFSR, no. 350/13N,
18 Nov. 1991, in Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. Q; at <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/139>, docs 89 and 90.
S. Chirikov, ‘Khasidy prishli za knigami’, Vechernaia Moskva, 22 Nov. 1991.
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the country was forced to close its doors – officially as ordered by a technical inspection,
but actually when the praying rabbis occupied the entranceway!
Equally serious in the escalating tension, the Chabad confrontational strategy and
extensive demonstrations fuelled violent outbursts of anti-Semitism, as for example, in
December in the ultra-nationalist newspaper Zemshchina:
Hasidic manuscripts from the Schneersohn collection … held in GBL
[Lenin Library] belong to the Russian people as incontestable evidence of
the ritual crimes of Talmudic Yids.78
Finally, after the collapse of the USSR with Gorbachev’s resignation on 25th December
1991, a Decree of the new Government of the Russian Federation on 29th created the State
Jewish Maimonides Academy and a library, at the address of the Poliakov Synagogue.
Veronika Irina-Kogan was appointed rector.
Further complications developed in carrying out the Court Order when the Lenin Library
reopened on 2nd January 1992. A 4th January letter from the Moscow Marshal’s office
informed Chabad that the transfer could not take place owing to “technical difficulties
in the Court Order”. First, the library of ‘Maimonides House’ had not been registered
with Moscow authorities before the Court Order was issued; and second, “there was no
adequate listing of books and manuscripts in the Lenin Library due to be transferred to
the Community of the Lubavich Hasids”.79 Cunin explained that both “Burbulis [then
Russian Secretary of State and effectively Deputy Prime Minister] and Russian Foreign
Minister [Andrei] Kozyrev called that letter ‘a horrible mistake’ and tell us not to worry
because it is from a low-level marshal. We have been told we will get the books”.80

The Russian State Library (RGB) and Soviet Transfer Orders Annulled, 1992
Following formal collapse of the Soviet Union, amidst considerable transitional legal
and bureaucratic confusion, a Presidential Decree on 22nd January 1992 transformed the
Lenin Library (GBL) into the Russian State Library (RGB). Historian Igor Filippov, who
had earlier headed the Readers Council, was appointed director.
Seemingly unaware of the crisis situation in Moscow, on 24th January 1992, as President
Boris Yeltsin was planning a maiden voyage to Washington, Senator Gore and 52 other
senators addressed a letter of appeal to him, complaining about the lack of enforcement
of the Soviet Court ruling. They emphasised potential “risk to the basic interests of the
Russian government and peoples,… which suggests to foreign investors that contracts
are not enforceable in Russia”. Simultaneously, a parallel letter to Yeltsin was signed by
thirteen members of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, the socalled ‘Helsinki Commission’.81
78

79
80
81

‘K voprosu o vydache khasidskikh rukopisei (t.n. bibliotek Schneersona i Gintsburga),
khraniashchikhsia v fondakh GBL’, Zemshchina, 1991, no. 53. Other commentaries and antiSemitic articles in the Russian press are included in facsimile in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53,
Ex. 22.
Communication from the Moscow Department of Justice, signed by T.P. Vavilova, addressed
to the Head of the Community of Lubavich Hassids, 4 Jan. 1992, in ‘The Struggle’, above note
53, Ex. 14; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 97.
This communication and refusal to carry out the Court Order are detailed in Cunin’s account,
later read into the US Congressional Record–Senate, by Senator Gore, 31 Mar 1992, p. S-4539.
Gore to Yeltsin, 24 Jan. 1992, in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53, Ex. 15, includes the signatures
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A week later, on 29th January, the Deputy Prime
Minister Aleksandr Shokhin, under similar foreign
pressure in support of the Chabad claim, urgently
issued an Order (Rasporiazhenie) of the Government
of the Russian Federation calling for consideration
of the transfer of the Schneersohn books.82 Newly
appointed RGB director Filippov was hardly able to
comply with what he considered unclear wording of
Shokhin’s Order. He appointed a special commission
to consider the matter with Rabbi Levine an official
member.
Simultaneously, Gore sent off yet another in a series
of letters from US senators to Moscow:
There has also been a clear demonstration
to all who may have any stake in the matter,
including potential U.S. business partners and
investors that Russian justice is what Russian
officials choose to dispense, regardless of the
laws and the courts.

‘Chabad Came for the Books’.
Clipping from the Moscow tabloid
Vechernaia Moskva, 22 Nov.
1991. The Chabad rabbis in the
entrance hall of the Lenin State
Library (GBL), setting up the
crates they brought to carry away
the Schneersohn books for prayer.
Bottom image shows Rabbis
Shlomo Boruch Cunin and Yosef
Ahronov (right).
Photos by S. Chirikov. Courtesy
Russian State Library

82
83
84

...It is important to all of us that the Lubavitch
have been denied justice and honest treatment.
…[T]he United States is relying heavily on
the personal credibility of Boris Yeltsin for
arrangements that involve our vital interests.
I believe we should regard Yeltsin’s personal
credibility as having been tested in this instance,
and as having failed.83
Soon afterwards, Chabad members again forced
their way into the library entrance and staged a
candlelight vigil to demand their books.
Most crucial from a legal standpoint, and most
offensive to Chabad ever since, on 14th February
1992, Deputy Chief State Arbitrator of the Russian
Federation Boris Puginskii decreed null and void all
the 1991 RSFSR court rulings regarding transfer of
the books to Chabad.84 Legally he had full authority

of all of the senators. The letter to Yeltsin from the Helsinki Commission is Ex. 16. Both listed
at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 94 (second letter lacking).
Rasporiazhenie, Pravitel'stvo RF, signed A. Shokhin, 29 Jan. 1992, No. 157-R, in ‘The
Struggle’, above note 53, Ex. 18; at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 95.
Albert Gore, Jr, ‘Dear Colleagues’ letter, 29 Jan. 1992, in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53, Ex. 19;
listed (but not displayed under doc. 94, at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>; the letter of
Senator Robert Dole, 31 Jan. 1992, doc. 100.
Gosarbitrazh RF, Postanovlenie, 14 Feb. 1992 (no. 350/13-N), signed by B.I. Puginskii,
facsimile and certified translation in Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. R; copy
and related Order of the Supreme Soviet available at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>,
docs. 105 and 106.
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for such a Decree without a hearing (as ‘Deputy Chief’ or ‘Acting Chief’) though this
was denied later in Court by Chabad owing to their confusion over his exact position,
that is to say, whether he was ‘Assistant of the Deputy Chief Arbiter’ (as per the English
translation Chabad circulated) rather than simply ‘Deputy Chief’ (as he signed in Russian).
In fact Puginskii had been appointed ‘Acting Chief’ on 20th January, when RSFSR Chief
State Arbitrator Grebnnikov (responsible for the November Decree) was forced to resign.
Chabad’s confusion about Puginskii’s position and misunderstanding about his Russian
legal authority allowed it to claim his decree was illegal, both at the time in reporting to US
authorities and later in US Federal Court.85

Legal and Political ‘Restitution’ in Transition
Chabad attorneys, following Cunin’s prompting, later portrayed the fact that the
Schneersohn Collection was not returned to Chabad in 1991-1992 as gross discrimination.
However, given the Moscow context, it would be hard to agree, because the Bolshevik
eradication of private and religious property had affected all citizens and religious bodies
equally. Some high government and library officials indeed wanted to hand the collection
over to Chabad. Unfortunately, however, when Chabad continued to demand the entire
‘Poliakov Collection’ (over 12,000 books), including Hebrew books from Russian
Orthodox Church sources as well as the Karaite Library in Crimea, it is difficult to see
how RGB could have complied, or even remained sympathetic to its claim.
Chabad attorneys later complained of Russian non-compliance with legal norms, continuing
to assert that Puginskii’s Decree was illegal. In addition no laws enabling restitution abroad
of private cultural or religious property nationalised after the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution
have been enacted by the Russian Federation (since 1992). Even the basic regulation that
re-established the Lenin Library as the Russian State Library (RGB) in 1992 prohibited
alienation of its holdings. A December 1991 decree had already placed RGB holdings on
the “register of the most valuable monuments of the cultural heritage of the peoples of
the Russian Federation”, making export illegal.86 When most foreign countries, including
the United States in 1933, extended diplomatic recognition to the Soviet Union, they
thereby recognised Soviet nationalisation laws.87

US Support for Chabad’s Claim, 1992–2003
Cunin, Gore and the Congressional Lobby
Having failed in Moscow to implement the Seventh Rebbe’s mission to bring the
85

86

87

See ‘Ob osvobozhdenii V.V. Grebennikova ot dolzhnosti Glavnogo gosudarstvennogo arbitra
RF’, Prezidium Verkhovnogo soveta RF, Postanovlenie, 20 Jan. 1992, no. 2216-1. This account
corrects details in Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way Back’, above note 1, pp. 242-43, and
247. See the subsequent rendition of this matter in the Chabad case in US Federal Court, below
notes 139 and 140.
‘Ob osobo tsennykh ob'ektakh natsionalnogo naslediia Rossii’, Ukaz Prezidenta RF (18 Dec.
1991), no. 294, Vedomosti S'ezda Narodnykh deputatov RSFSR i Verkhovnogo Soveta RSFSR,
no.52 (26 Dec. 1991), pp. 2131-32, available with changes of 12 April 1996 at: <http://docs.
cntd.ru/document/9028705>.
Irina Tarsis, Esq. (Cardozo 2011), presented her yet unpublished legal research paper on this
subject, with reference to several earlier cases in different countries, on a panel at the annual
conference of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, Boston, Nov.
2009, where the Chabad Case was likewise discussed; Tarsis recently updated this author on
her findings in support of this statement for an article in preparation.
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sacred Schneersohn texts ‘home’
to Brooklyn, Chabad intensified its
active lobbying across the ocean.
Those efforts, still in Cold War spirit
spearheaded by Rabbi Cunin, found
support, particularly in the circle
of politically ambitious Tennessee
Senator Gore, who made the case
as a cause célèbre. Given what
we know today about the Moscow
proceedings in 1991-1992, it is
curious to read in the Congressional
Record of 31st March 1992, the
unprecedented
submission
by
Senator Gore, with a long narration
from Cunin’s ‘The Struggle’,
reporting Chabad’s unsuccessful
attempts at retrieval of its sacred
texts, but again misrepresenting
the Russian court decrees and legal
context: “All court orders in our
favor have been illegally nullified
and our case unjustly closed”. Gore
Rabbi Shlomo Boruch Cunin (left) regards a copy of
concluded: “How could such a
Tanya presented to US Vice-President Albert Gore by
travesty occur within the Russian
the Russian State Library (RGB) in December 1993, for
Justice system? Unfortunately, it
transfer to the ailing Seventh Rebbe.
appears the question becomes the
Photo courtesy Chabad News (Brooklyn)
answer. As it stands now, there is
no justice in Russia”.88 Without
clarification of the situation in
Moscow, Senator Gore circulated yet another letter to Russian President Yeltsin (2nd
June 1992) signed by 134 members of Congress, concluding, “We hope you will take the
necessary steps to ensure the return of the library to its rightful owners. Such action would
highly demonstrate your government’s commitment to establish a society premised upon
rule of law”.89

The ‘Smolensk Archive’ as Hostage
Senator Gore then went a step beyond mere rhetoric to enforce Chabad demands: he
and his Senate colleagues blocked the return to Russia of c.530 fragmentary files from
the Communist Party Archive of Smolensk Oblast, then held in a group of captured
88

89

US Congressional Record-Senate, 31 March 1992, pp. S-4539-40, as quoted from Rabbi Cunin’s
description in ‘The Struggle’, above note 53. See P.K. Grimsted, The Odyssey of the Smolensk
Archive: Plundered Communist Records for the Service of Anti-Communism (Pittsburgh, 1995:
Carl Beck Papers in Russian and East European Studies, No. 1201; at <http://carlbeckpapers.
pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/cbp/article/view/111>), pp. 80-82; Grimsted, ‘The Return of the
“Smolensk Archive”, in Vozvrashchenie “Smolenskogo arkhiva”, above note 1, pp. 161-64
(in Russian, pp. 191-231); Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way Back’, above note 1, p. 246.
US Congress to Yeltsin, 2 June 1992, at <http://www.bronnaya.ru/?q=node/139>, doc. 113. See
also the 8 May 1992 circular letter from Senators Dole, Mitchell and Gore, as doc. 112.
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records by the US National Archives. It may have appeared to many as an insignificant
token move, but little did Gore and his colleagues understand the symbolism involved
or the political consequences of that action for restitution issues in Russia. In fact, the
United States had offered to return those files to the Soviet Union in 1963, when other
US-captured records were being returned to Germany. At that time in true Cold War
spirit, the Soviet side refused to authenticate ownership, given the extent to which the
documents depicted the horrors of Soviet collectivisation and other negative aspects of
the Soviet regime.90
By contrast, in early 1992, in a ‘break-through’ agreement between the new head of the
Russian archival service with his US counterpart, the symbolic ‘Smolensk Archive’ was
scheduled for restitution in June 1992. This was to be a highlight of the presidential summit
in Washington, DC at the opening of the exhibit ‘Revelations from Russian Archives’ at the
Library of Congress – featuring newly declassified documents from Soviet archives. On the
eve of the planned transfer, Gore and his Senate colleagues blocked the return. As Secretary
of State James Baker explained on 26th June, “I personally informed President Yeltsin that
we would be willing to return the important Smolensk archives to Russia as part of an
arrangement in which the Schneersohn manuscripts were released to the Lubavitchers”.91

The Gore-Lieberman Amendment
In still further retaliation for the “non-fulfillment of Russian court orders”, in autumn
1992 the Senate enacted what became known as the Gore-Lieberman Amendment to
the Freedom Support Act (FSA), signed into law by President George H.W. Bush on
24th October 1992. Senator Gore later explained he “supported passage of the GoreLieberman amendment, prohibiting non-humanitarian US assistance to governmental
entities unlawfully withholding historically important books and documents that are
the property of American citizens”. He and his colleagues appeared unaware that the
Chabad plea had been deemed counter to Russian laws, and that American ownership
of the Schneersohn books in GBL/RGB had never been legally established. Yet on 2nd
December 1992, Acting US Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger denied the Russian
State Library assistance under the FSA, because the Russians were “unlawfully holding
property that their own courts had ruled belonged to US citizens”.92

Vice-President Gore and the ‘Memorandum of Understanding’, 1993
When Albert Gore came to the White House as Vice-President in January 1993, he
90
91
92

See Grimsted, The Odyssey of the Smolensk Archive, above note 88, pp. 80-84; Grimsted, ‘The
Return of the “Smolensk Archive”’, above note 88; Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way
Back’, above note 1, p. 246.
James A. Baker, III, to Senator Joseph Lieberman, 26 June 1992, a copy kindly provided the
author by Chabad.
Freedom Support Act, Public Law No. 102 – 511. Chabad kindly furnished the author a copy
of the Eagleburger quote, 12 July 2005; repeated in Testimony by Ambassador Edward B.
O’Donnell, Jr., Special Envoy for Holocaust Issues, US Department of State, 6 April 2005, to
the Helsinki Commission, in The Schneerson Collection and Historical Justice: Hearing before
the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, One Hundred Ninth Congress, first
session, April 6, 2005 (Washington, DC: GPO, 2006), at <http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?seq
=1&id=pst.000058946725&page=root&view=image&size=100&orient=0>. Gore’s statement
before the Commission is likewise included. See Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way Back’,
above note 1, p. 249, and note 67.
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continued to pursue the Schneersohn cause-célèbre with special lawyers and other
advisors assigned to the case. Negotiations on behalf of Chabad were high on the agenda
for his December 1993 trip to Moscow. While in the Russian capital, Gore’s national
security advisor, Leon Fuerth, signed a confidential ‘Memorandum of Understanding’
regarding the Schneersohn Collection with Russian Minister of Culture Evgenii
Sidorov. Although not claiming to be a permanent solution, the agreement called for
the nationalised Schneersohn collection (again using the term ‘nationalised’) to be
transferred to a modern facility within RGB as part of a new Oriental Centre (Tsentr
vostochnoi literatury – TsVL). Among other measures, the Memorandum promised,
“cataloguing will take place as soon as possible. During the cataloguing, the collection
will also be microfilmed.” The expenses were to be born by both sides, and Chabad
agreed “to bear a fair share of the cost”.93
To seal the agreement, when US Vice-President Albert Gore visited the RGB Rare Book
Department, he was presented with a symbolic early Hasidic Tanya from the Schneersohn
collection to convey to the Seventh Rebbe in Brooklyn. The original had been written by
the First Chabad Rebbe, Rabbi Shneur-Zalman of Liady, even before Chabad had settled
in Lubavichi, and had become a virtual Bible for the movement. Unfortunately, Chabad
was not a signatory to the ‘Memorandum’, and never supported its provisions. Even
more unfortunately, little more cataloguing was done during the next two decades, and
few other provisions were carried out.

President Clinton and the Controversial Inter-Library Loan, 1994
The December 1993 ‘Memorandum’ also called for a selection of Hasidic books from RGB
to be sent on Interlibrary Loan to the Library of Congress: “The books may be exhibited
in the United States of America prior to the resolution of the question of return/retention of
the Schneersohn Collection”. When US President William Clinton was leaving Moscow
in January 1994 after a Summit with Russian President Boris Yeltsin, seven Schneersohn
books were handed over ‘on loan’ for him to carry to the States on Air Force One. After the
Library of Congress transmitted them to Chabad in Brooklyn at the end of January, Russian
Ambassador Vladimir Lukin wrote to Librarian of Congress James Billington:
…the interlibrary loan to the Library of Congress will end and the new
interlibrary loan to the Schneerson Library will begin, with a termination
date of April 19, 1994. At that time, it will be the responsibility of the
Agudas Chasidei Chabad to arrange for a return of the books to the Russian
State Library.94
There were suggestions on the American side that the Russians would not reclaim the
books. Later that summer, according to American sources, the Russian side composed a
‘wish list’ of 24 books to be sent in ‘compensation’ for the books on Interlibrary Loan,
which Rabbi Cunin speedily obtained in Israel. The proposed ‘exchange’ never took
place, and the Ministry of Culture demanded return of the seven books; in August, RGB
filed a complaint with the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA).95
93
94
95

‘Memorandum of Understanding: Confidential Principles of Accord’, 16 Dec. 1993, in
Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. S. Cf. Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way
Back’, above note 1, p. 247.
Russian Ambassador Lukin to James Billington, 28 Jan. 1994, copy in the possession of this author.
Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way Back’, above note 1, pp. 247-49; cf ‘Russia Today’, 8
Feb. 2013, at <http://rt.com/news/russia-library-congress-schneerson-725/>.
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The Chabad Library, while it sent appropriate Interlibrary Loan paperwork to Moscow
extending the loan, never returned the books. Later in US Court, Rabbi Cunin proclaimed:
In 1994, with the assistance of United States President Bill Clinton, the
RSL “indefinitely loaned” seven books from the Collection to the Library
of Congress and then to Chabad. Upon my receipt of each of the books, I
immediately delivered each book to the Seventh Rebbe. The books were
then placed at Chabad’s central headquarters in Brooklyn, New York,
where they remain to this day.96
Those seven books on loan have not been forgotten, as is apparent in numerous subsequent
Russian references. Following US sanctions, as will be explained below, the Ministry of
Culture announced on 1st July 2013, that Russia was filing suit against the Library of
Congress and Chabad in Moscow Court.97

Schneersohn Books, Manuscripts and Archive
RGB Oriental Centre with a ‘Prayer Room’ for Chabad
Transfer of the Schneersohn books to the RGB Centre for Oriental Literature (TsVL), in
the newly revovated building across the street, was to have been well underway when US
President William Clinton arrived in Moscow for a Summit in January 1994, but it would
be another decade before the transfer began. In accordance with the 1993 Memorandum,
a special ‘prayer’ room was constructed off the Judaica Reading Room with glassed-in
cabinets to house the Schneersohn books, where religious observance was permitted
to satisfy Chabad’s need to pray in the presence of the sacred texts.When this author
attended the official Centre opening in 2005, none of the Schneersohn books had been
moved in. On a subsequent visit in 2012 and most of the books were there, access to that
room required the author to submit a written request and obtain signed authorisation by
the RGB General Director.

Books from the Schneersohn Collection in the Russian State Library.
Images courtesy Russian State Library
96
97

Declaration of Cunin, 11 July 2005, above note 65, JA, vol. 1, p. 793, para.12.
Burmistrov informed this author (July 2013) that there are eight titles (one volume was a
convolute).
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Rabbi Levine’s 2000 Visit and 4,354 ‘Schneersohn’ Books
The first and only significant attempt to separate out Schneersohn books in RGB before
2013 was made in July 2000, when Rabbi Levine spent two weeks in Moscow. He and
RGB Hebrew cataloguer Oleg Serikov spent two days together examining books labelled
as the ‘Poliakov Collection’ within the RGB Oriental Holdings including the thousands
still in the Khimki depository. Levine identified books with distinctive markings (such as
Schneersohn’s Hebrew initials on the spine) or other evidence of Lubavichi provenance.
Schneersohn labels were placed on 4,354 books Levine and Serikov agreed upon, but no
list was compiled. Levine complained he was not permitted to take his 1914 Lubavichi
list of 5,622 titles into the library stacks, although that list might have provided some
degree of verification. Serikov told this author that he had never seen or heard of Levine’s
list.98 According to Serikov, the choice was made all too quickly, as the two days Levine
had allotted were hardly enough to examine all 12,000 volumes with ‘P’ markings.
Serikov explained that Levine often tried to include books that could not possibly have
belonged to Schneersohn, although Levine admitted at the time that many of the books
marked ‘P’ indeed had alternative indications of provenance. Besides, many volumes in
the ‘Poliakov Collection’ lacked any markings.99 Levine has not returned since 2000, and
by 2012, when all those books had finally been moved to the Oriental Centre, there had
been no further expert examination to determine provenance of the 4,354 books chosen,
or if others had been overlooked. Serikov did not consider himself qualified for the task,
and at that point, no one else had been assigned.
Levine complained to the US Helsinki Commission (April 2005):
Russian State Library officials prevented me from completing the
examination of the Library’s contents. For example, I was not allowed to
examine books contained in … the ‘old book’ section nor was I permitted
to see any of the 381 manuscripts…. I also was not allowed to complete
my comparison of an original catalog describing the Library’s contents. …
I was only able to conclusively identify 4354 books.100
He repeated that same complaint to the US Court in March 2009.101 When this author posed
the question “Why?” or “who refused him?” to RGB directors in 2012, they firmly denied
any such refusal: Levine could obtain a Reader’s Card within ten minutes by presenting his
passport in the RGB entrance hall, but there was no evidence that he had ever applied.102

Still Uncatalogued ‘Schneersohn’ Books
Readers were supposed to be able to order the Schneersohn books to the adjacent Judaica
Reading Room, but in 2012 the RGB website reported “very rare scholarly use”.103 That
might well have reflected the fact that only an estimated 850 titles – less than a quarter
98
99
100
101
102
103

Rabbi Shalom Dovber Levine, ‘Report and Summary – The Lubavitch collection in the Russian
State Library (RSL) in Moscow…, July 10-20, 2000’; Meri E. Trifonenko, former Head of the
RGB Oriental Centre (d. 2006) kindly provided a copy to this author.
Statements by Oleg Serikov and Levine to the author, and Levine’s 2000 report, above note 98.
Statement of Rabbi Levine, 6 April 2005, Separating Fact from Fiction, above note 15, Ex. T;
repeated in his statement in The Schneerson Collection and Historical Justice, above note 92.
Declaration of Levine, 27 March 2009, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 67-2.
Nina Khakhaleva, former Deputy Director, now a special consultant to the General Director
presented this author an official RGB written answer in Sept. 2012.
‘Spravka o kollektsii sem’i Shneersonov’, 12 July 2012, at <http://www.rsl.ru/datadocs/
doc_7426nu.pdf>.
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of the total – were listed in two catalogue drawers in the Reading Room labelled the
‘Schneersohn Collection’. Not even preliminary entries were included for most of the
4,354 imprints labelled in 2000 by Levine and Serikov.104

One of the only two catalogue drawers (c.850 entries)for the
Schneersohn Collection in the Judaica Reading Room in the RGB Oriental Centre.
Photo courtesy Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue.

Schneersohn Manuscripts in the Renovated Pashkov Palace
Meanwhile, across the street from the Oriental Centre, the manuscripts from the
‘Schneersohn Collection’ have a beautiful home in the RGB Manuscript Department
(NIOR), reopened in 2009 in the elegant reconstructed Pashkov Palace, the original home
of the Rumiantsev Museum. The manuscripts are all freely open for public consultation
with a RGB Reader’s Card and written request. Even more convenient for researchers, as
of September 2013, all 460 manuscripts now in the ‘Collection of Hebrew Manuscripts’
(fond 182) are available digitally on the RGB website.105 Disappointingly, however, in the
latest 2009 finding aid (opis') for the heterogeneous collection, none of the manuscripts
is attributed to the Schneersohn Collection.106 The 2013 RGB website explains:
Manuscripts from the Schneersohn Collection are held together with other
Hebrew manuscript materials, their identification and attribution to the
Lubavich Collection will require additional research.107
104
105
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107

Based on this authors’s personal examination and consultations with Oleg Serikov and
Konstantin Burmistrov.
Access through the RGB website (<http://www.rsl.ru>) follows the sequence ‘Elektronnyi
katalog’, ‘Edinyi elektronnyi katalog’, ‘Katalog rukopisnykh knig’, and then fond ‘NIOR182’
permits browsing the opis' listing author, title (in Russian and Hebrew), date and place of
composition. After registering, the reader can view the digitised text. While NIOR staff report
all 460 MSS available, some users report difficulties in remote access to many as of Oct 2013.
‘Fond No 182: Sobranie rukopisei na evreiskom iazyke (XVI-ser.XXv.). Opis', comp. Alina V.
Lisitsyna, typescript (Moscow: RGB NIOR, 2009), 164 pp.
‘Spravka o kollektsii sem'i Shneersonov’, 12 July 2012, above note 103.
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RGB/JNUL Microfilming Project
In the early 1990s, thanks to a joint RGB project with the Institute of Microfilmed
Hebrew Manuscripts (IMHM) at the Jewish National and University Library (now the
National Library of Israel – NLI) in Jerusalem, IMHM brought equipment to Moscow
and prepared microfilms of the 275 manuscript units then comprising the ‘Collection
of Hebrew Manuscripts (fond 182)’. When JNUL catalogued the microfilms, they
mistakenly attributed the entire set to the Schneersohn Collection.108
This resulted in a confused submission to US Court by Rabbi Levine of a list of 320
manuscripts in the ‘Schneersohn Collection’ based on his ‘advanced search’ in the IMHM
Internet catalogue.109 In consequence, many of the manuscripts in his list are clearly not
from Lubavichi, and some of them are not even held in RGB. By the date submitted, the
Defendants had ceased participation in the DC Court proceedings and accordingly did
not question the Chabad submission.

How Many Schneersohn Manuscripts?
Neither Chabad nor RGB has addressed seriously the identity and number of Schneersohn
manuscripts held by RGB. Determining provenance and appropriate attribution of these
manuscripts will not be an easy task. Viktor Molchanov, who heads the MS Department,
assured this author that he would welcome Rabbi Levine and his colleagues from
Brooklyn, together with an Israeli manuscript specialist, such as retired IMHM director
Dr Benjamin Richler, whenever they would like to examine the originals. Ideally, he
suggested, they could assist with a professional catalogue of the Schneersohn Collection.
Now that most of these manuscripts are available on the RGB website, initial research
for the project could be done before arrival.110

The Smolensk ‘Hostage’ and the 1998 ‘Displaced Valuables’ Law
Ironically, the well-publicised US Senate cancellation in June 1992 of the return of the
fragmentary ‘Smolensk Archive’ and its link with the Chabad claim for the Schneersohn
Collection became a rallying cry for anti-restitution policies in Russia, culminating in
the passage of the Russian Cultural Property Law of 1998/2000.111 Yet with another level
of irony, that 1998 law now regulates potential retrieval of the Schneersohn ‘Archive’ in
RGVA, along with all of the extensive captured records brought to the Soviet Union after
the Second World War, revealed to the world in 1991.

108
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111

Regarding the JNUL IMHM, see <http://jnul.huji.ac.il/imhm/#history>. See the listing
‘Moscow – Russian State Library, Schneersohn Coll. MS (MOS YEVR) at <http://aleph.nli.
org.il/F/?func=file&file_name=basic_exa-nnlmsslibcode#M>.
The author is grateful to Rabbi Levine for providing her with a copy of his IMHM search
list, with Hebrew short titles, JNUL microfilm numbers, and previous RGB ‘Evr’ [Hebrew]
numbers (no longer used in RGB). Submitted as Second Supplemental Declaration of Rabbi
Levine, 22 April 2009, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 70, Ex. Q.
Meeting with Viktor Molchanov in June 2013. Benjamin Richler reported to the author (October
2013) that cataloguing efforts to correct the problems are already underway at the IMHM in
Jerusalem.
See Grimsted, ‘Legalizing “Compensation” and the Spoils of War’, and ‘Why Do Captured
Archives Go Home?’ in Spoils of War v. Cultural Heritage (2010) IJCP, above note 4.
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As the prime example of Western non-return to Russia of wartime-seized cultural
assets, the US ‘hostage’ was frequently used as a ‘trump card’ after 1992 in Russian
negotiations on archival restitution with foreign governments, delaying archival returns
for several countries. Most notably, in May 1994 when French trucks arrived in Moscow
to collect what was left of the seven linear kilometres of captured records from France,
the Duma staged hearings. Russian Archival Agency (Rosarkhiv) Deputy Chief Vladimir
A. Tiuneev replied to Russian patriotic politicians’ accusations that Russia should have
received more ‘compensation’ from France:
Now all sorts of international organisations and foreign representatives
are making representations to us to return their documents. ... But now, I
personally think, perhaps we should wait a little for the return of the Smolensk
Archive. Why? Because that is our only trump card. ... You reproach us that
we got too little in the bargain from France. But I believe, that if there had not
been the Smolensk example, we would have received nothing. ...
Minister of Culture Evgenii Sidorov was even more emphatic:
…When I was in America, a deal was proposed (I won’t say by whom):
okay, we’ll give you the Smolensk Archive, and you give us, the Hasids that
is, the well-known Schneersohn Collection…. I repeated some of the same
arguments. I answered there is no equivalence, because the 12,000 item
Schneersohn Collection obviously is worth much more than the Smolensk
Archive, which has already been completely published and utilised in the
work of American sovietologists. … 112
The Minister’s words did not prevent the Duma from hastily passing a resolution against
return of the French archives, and the French trucks were sent home empty – despite a
bilateral diplomatic agreement in November 1992. Nikolai Gubenko’s rhetoric, as head of
the Duma Committee on Culture, citing the ‘Smolensk Archive’ along with the ‘graves on
the Volga’ to justify refusal to return cultural valuables, evoked bitter reaction in France as
well as the Council of Europe.113 Three years later President Yeltsin, after earlier vetoes,
was obliged to sign the 1998 Russian Federal Law On Cultural Valuables Displaced
to the USSR as a Result of the Second World War and Located on the Territory of the
Russian Federation. That Law effectively nationalised the Soviet cultural ‘spoils of war’
seized in Germany and Eastern Europe at the end of the war, with only limited provision
for restitution of cultural property belonging to victims of the National-Socialist regime
and those who fought against it.114

The Schneersohn Papers in RGVA
When Rabbi Levine was in Russia in 2000, he learned that some of the papers Rebbe
Schneersohn had been forced to leave in Warsaw in 1939 were held in the Russian State
Military Archive (RGVA), inherited from the former Special Archive (TsGOA). The
112
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Federal'noe Sobranie, Parlament Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Biulleten’, no. 34, Zasedaniia
Gosudarstvennoi Dumy, 20 maia 1994 goda (Moscow, 1994), pp. 31-32. See more details in
Grimsted, ‘Return of the “Smolensk Archive”’, above note 88, pp. 166-68, and The Odyssey of
the Smolensk Archive, above note 88.
Grimsted, ‘Return of the Smolensk Archive’, above note 88, pp. 168-69. The author cites her
letter of appeal to then Vice-President Gore, 24 July 1994, which to be sure had no effect.
See the latest revised English translation of the Federal Law, On Cultural Valuables Displaced...,
No. 64-FZ, 15 Apr. 1998 (with amendments), in Spoils of War, above note 4. See Grimsted articles
(above note 111) and others in Spoils of War v. Cultural Heritage (2010) IJCP, above note 4.
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Schneersohn Papers, referred to in US Court as the ‘Archive’, were presumably seized
by the Gestapo or the Sicherheitsdeinst (SD) from Poland, and then seized a second
time by Soviet trophy scouts with the massive RSHA Amt VII horde of seized Jewish
and Masonic archives in their archival evacuation centre in Wölfelsdorf (now Polish
Wilkanów), in Silesia.115
The Schneersohn Papers were first listed in print in 1992, in the foreign published
internal register of fonds for the ‘German Section’ of the Special Archive (TsGOA) –
as fond 706 with 98 files dating from 1907 to 1935, most from the period when Rabbi
Schneersohn was Chief Rabbi in Riga.116 Curiously, they were not included in the 2001
official list of foreign fonds issued by RGVA.117 A brief survey appeared in the 2005
guide to Jewish fonds in RGVA (English edition, 2010), which also indicates some
Schneersohn documents intermixed in other fonds.118 Chabad specialists have yet to to
visit RGVA to prepare a precise list that would be acceptable as a formal claim, although
by 2003, Chabad had purchased photocopies of the entire Schneersohn fond and related
documents. However, Levine complained in US Court: “I have not been given access
to the holdings of the RSMA [RGVA] so that I can catalogue or assess the condition of
the ‘Archive’”.119 Russian Defense attorney James Broderick merely told the DC Court:
I think the archives are accessible. There’s been no showing that they’re
not. In fact, they were made available to Chabad to review, and I believe to
catalog. And that’s how they know that they are there.120
Since 1992, captured foreign fonds in RGVA (and prececessor TsKhIDK, 1992-1999)
from the Special Archive have been freely open for public research, on the basis of
written request to the director. Potential foreign claimants from many countries have
been welcomed. RGVA directors assured this author they have no record of a written
request for access from Rabbi Levine.
115
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See Grimsted, ‘Twice Plundered or Twice Saved? Russia’s “Trophy” Archives and the Loot of
the Reichssicherheitshauptamt’, Holocaust and Genocide Studies 15(2) (Fall 2001), pp. 191244; updated Russian version: “Dvazhdy zakhvachennye ili ‘dvazhdy spasennye’? Rozysk
rossiiskikh ‘trofeinykh’ arkhivov i dobycha Glavnogo upravleniia imperskoi bezopasnosti”,
in Sotsial'naia istoriia. Ezhegodnik 2004 (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2005), pp. 401-55; see also
Returned from Russia, above note 1, ch. 4, pp. 81-104.
Kai von Jena and Wilhelm Lenz, ‘Die deutschen Bestände im Sonderarchiv in Moskau’,
Der Archivar 45, Heft 3 (July 1992), p. 468; and Götz Aly and Susanne Heim, Das Zentrale
Staatsarchiv in Moskau (“Sonderarchiv”). Rekonstruktion und Bestandsverzeichnis verschollen
geglaubten Schriftguts aus der NS-Zeit (Dusseldorf: Hans-Böckler-Stiftung, 1993), p. 39.
Ukazatel' fondov inostrannogo proiskhozhdeniia i Glavnogo upravleniia po delam
voennoplennykh i internirovannykh NKVD-MVD SSSR Rossiiskogo gosudarstvennogo
voennogo arkhiva, comp. T.A. Vasil'eva, V.I. Korotaev, L.I. Kudriavtseva, et al; ed. V.P. Kozlov
and V.N. Kuzelenkov (Moscow: Rosarkhiv, RGVA, 2001), at: <http://guides.rusarchives.ru/
browse/GuidebookCard.html?id=123>.
David E. Fishman, Mark Kupovetsky, and Vladimir Kuzelenkov (eds), Nazi-Looted Jewish
Archives in Moscow: A Guide to Jewish Historical and Cultural Collections in the Russian
State Military Archive (Scranton: University of Scranton Press, 2010), pp. 43-45; Russian edn:
Dokumenty po istorii i kul'ture evreev v trofeinykh kollektsiiakh Rossiiskogo gosudarstvennogo
voennogo arkhiva (Moscow, 2005), pp. 157-59. Additional Schneersohn documents are
intermixed with files from the Jewish Community in Vienna (IKG, fond 707k) as well as fonds
709k, 717k, 1325k and 1326k.
Declaration of Rabbi Shalom Dovber Levine, 27 March 2009, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 67-2, p. 2.
James Broderick, Transcript of Motions Hearing before the Hon. Royce C. Lamberth, 29 Aug.
2006, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 80-6; in JA, vol. 4, pp. 3510-11.
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The 1998 Law and ‘Displaced Archival’ Returns
The Schneersohn Papers constituting the Chabad ‘Archive’ could legitimately have been
claimed through diplomatic channels under the 1998/2000 Russian Displaced Cultural
Property Law. Chabad, however, rejected that normal claim procedure for ‘displaced’
archives in Russia. Instead it addressed only a vague request in a personal letter to
President Putin dated 10th June 2004, as Rabbi Cunin stated before the US Court:
In on or around May or June 2004, I first confirmed the existence of the
Archive following my discussion with an expert researcher [who] had
carefully reviewed copies of the Archive and determined its authenticity.
On or about June 10, 2004, I, along with other members of the Chabad
Delegation, sent a letter to President Vladimir Putin, the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, and the Minister of Culture and Mass Communications
requesting release of the Archive to Chabad. We were not provided with
any response to this letter.121
In US Court as early as 2005, the Russian Defendants noted: “Chabad offers no satisfactory
explanation as to why there has been no effort to enlist the efforts of the U.S. State Department
in the recovery of the Archive … or to pursue any avenue as to the collection in Russia”.122
This author similarly advised Chabad attorneys before they went to Court in 2004 about
the successful claims for archives “displaced to the Russian Federation as a result of the
Second World War” by seven countries through diplomatic channels.123 Chabad attorneys
ruled out that possibility, because they alleged the process has frequently involved high
payments in ‘compensation’ or ‘exchange’. Yet certainly none of the European countries
whose extensive archives have been returned paid even a fraction in ‘compensation’ of
what Chabad has paid for eight years of litigation in US Courts.124
The DC Court in Judge Lamberth’s initial Order of 4th December 2006, convincingly
established that the Chabad ‘Archive’ – but not the ‘Library’ – was indeed seized illegally
under international law, first by Nazi Germany and later by Soviet authorities in Poland
in 1945. Those were grounds to substantiate a claim in US Court under the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) and reject the Russian bid for dismissal.125

Return of the ‘Smolensk Archive’ (2002)
Gore’s ‘barter’ with the ‘hostage Smolensk Archive’, turned out to be a negative political
ploy. In fact, one of its consequences in Russia was to help virtually nationalise remaining
Russian cultural trophies – including archives – ‘displaced’ as a result of the Second
World War. Nevertheless, ironically again, starting in 2000, the return of the ‘Smolensk
121
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123
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See Declaration of Cunin, Chabad v. RF, 17 June 2005, para 17, and Ex. C with a facsimile of
the 10 June 2004 letter to President Putin, signed by Rabbis Aronov, Levinson [Levine], Kogan
and Cunin.
See Defendants’ Memorandum of Points and Authorities, 27 June 2005, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 46
[29 July 2005], Doc. 1-2, p. 22 of 139.
See details by Grimsted,‘Afterword – 2013’ in Returned from Russia, above note 1; and in
‘Legalizing “Compensation” and the Spoils of War’, above note 111, pp. 232-41.
See the variant arrangements made for returns to France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg,
Liechtenstein and Great Britain, in successive chapters of Returned from Russia, above note 1;
the 2013 ‘Afterword’ references the initial transfer to Austria in 2009.
Order and Memorandum Opinion, 4 Dec. 2006, Chabad v. RF, Docs. 20 and 21, JA, vol. 4, pp.
3551-89.
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Archive’ in 2002 became possible in the context of a sought-after collaborative project
sponsored by the Commission for Art Recovery (CAR), New York. That project with the
Russian Ministry of Culture resulted in two catalogues published in Moscow of ‘twiceseized’ Jewish-owned Hebrew manuscripts (from Breslau [Wrocław] and Vienna) and
one of ‘trophy’ art in Russia owned by Hungarian Holocaust victims.126 Negotiations
surrounding this project eventually led to the return of the ‘Smolensk Archive’ in
December 2002 – even if not to restitution of the now-catalogued Jewish-owned art and
archives still in Russia revealed in the publications.
As appropriate in world diplomacy, the US restitution to Russia of the fragmentary
Smolensk CP Archive was not predicated on ‘compensation’ or ‘exchange’, much to
the disappointment of Brooklyn Chabad, and despite the 1992 US Senate ‘link’ with the
Schneersohn Library. At the time of the transfer ceremony Rabbi Cunin and his two sons
flew to Moscow intending to create a disturbance and demand the Schneersohn Library
in exchange, but they were persuaded not to do so by the American side. At the ceremony
and in the ensuing press release, the US Department of State did not lose the occasion “to
encourage the Russian Government to return the balance of the Schneersohn collection
as soon as possible”.127Again, there was only disappointment for Chabad.

39 Schneersohn Books to Mar'ina Roshcha
Nevertheless, three days after the Moscow ceremony in 2002, Moscow Chabad could
boast a small ‘symbolic’ success: sixteen books from the Schneersohn Collection
(duplicates from RGB) were transferred to Mar'ina Roshcha, where President Putin had
attended the opening of the Chabad Library in 2002. Another 23 duplicate books from
RGB were transferred there in 2003.
Those transfers hardly satisfied Brooklyn Chabad, because they carried the restriction that
the 39 books could not be taken out of Russia. They also heightened conflict between the
Brooklyn-backed envoy of the Seventh Rebbe, Rabbi Kogan, and Rabbi Lazar at Mar'ina
Roshcha. Rabbi Cunin rejected the Russian assurance of a ‘permanent exhibition’ at
Mar'ina Roshcha, emphasising “Chabad’s demand that the entire Collection be returned
to the United States. … The Collection is not a trophy for display. It is a heritage to be
returned”.128 Those 2002-2003 transfers nonetheless turned out to be a forerunner of the
2013 transfer to the adjacent Jewish Museum.

A Link for Repeal of Jackson-Vanik?
Even after Chabad went to Court in the USA in 2004, Brooklyn Chabad’s ‘struggle’
continued simultaneously in US Congress with a campaigan for yet higher-level ‘political’
linkage, namely the repeal of Jackson-Vanik trade restrictions against Russia, which
126
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See details in Akinsha, ‘On the Way Back’, above note 1, pp. 251-56. The three catalogues
in the ‘Heritage Revealed/ Obretennoe nasledie’ series are featured on the VGBIL website
at <http://www.libfl.ru/restitution/catalogs/index.html>. The fourth volume, Return of the
Smolensk Archive, above note 1, features the ceremonial return of the ‘Smolensk Archive’, see
especially pp. 255-57, and a lengthy article on the Schneersohn Collection, which also covers
the CAR negotiations.
Department of State press release. See Akinsha (with Grimsted), ‘On the Way Back’, above
note 1, pp. 250-56, and Grimsted, ‘The Return of the “Smolensk Archive”,’ above note 88.
CAR attorney Charles Goldstein and Konstantin Akinsha reported to this author about the
Moscow event, when she was unable to attend.
Statement of Rabbi Cunin, in The Schneersohn Collection and Historical Justice, above note 92.
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reached a new crisis in 2007. With close links to the Russian Presidency, Lazar and the
Federation of Jewish Communities (FJC/FEOR) he heads, were strongly encouraging
repeal.129 US Chabad led by Rabbi Cunin, in contrast, succeeded in establishing the desired
political link, when Chairman of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Tom Lantos (a
Holocaust survivor of Hungarian background), pledged “that while he was Chairman…
Jackson-Vanik would not be lifted unless the Schneersohn Collection was returned to
the Chabad Movement”. After Lantos’ death in 2008 Congressman Bradley Sherman,
representing Cunin’s California District, continued that effort. In 2010, he reminded
his fellow congressmen that the Schneersohn Collection came from Lubavichi, now in
Smolensk Oblast, and “pledged to work hard to make sure that Tom Lantos’ pledge remains
viable, and having returned the Smolensk Archives, we should not be asked to sweep away
Jackson-Vanik until not only the people, but the sacred documents are also released”.130
Representing the FJC/FEOR in Moscow, Rabbi Boroch Gorin in contrast suggested,
“American Chabad would more likely be successful in obtaining return of the library
by being conciliatory toward Moscow, instead of using tactics that are perceived
as blackmail”.131 The split was intensifying between Rabbi Lazar’s Moscow Hasidic
Community and US Chabad in Brooklyn with Rabbi Cunin’s support from California.

Nine Years in American Courts
and a Default Judgment against Russia, 2004-2010
Chabad chose not to pursue an official claim through the US Department of State as per
established Russian procedure for its ‘Archive’ under the 1998 law. Chabad’s attorneys
apparently thought legal action in American courts would potentially enable it to claim
its Soviet-nationalised ‘Library’ as well, and Chabad devised a strategy whereby it hoped
the issue of legal nationalisation after 1917 would not prevent that claim under the ‘Act
of State Doctrine’.
Chabad hopes that the US legal system would provide a potential route for cultural
restitution from Russia were bolstered by a 2004 US Supreme Court decision in the case
of the Republic of Austria v. Altmann, focusing on the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
(FSIA). The Court ruled that the Altmann heirs could proceed before US Federal Court in
a claim against a foreign government, although the seizure of the property occurred prior
to the enactment of the FSIA. The Altmann heirs eventually won financial compensation
through an arbitration panel in Austria for their five Gustav Klimt paintings looted during
the Holocaust, held by the Austrian National Gallery (Schloss Belvedere) in Vienna.132
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Nathaniel Popper, ‘Push to Repeal Cold War Measure Splits Chabad’, Jewish Daily Forward,
27 April 2007, at <http://forward.com/articles/10599/push-to-repeal-cold-war-measure-splitschabad/>; Howard Friedman, ‘Proposed Jackson-Vanik Repeal Splits Chabad Movement’,
Religious Clause, 27 April 2007, at <http://religionclause.blogspot.com/2007/04/propposedjackson-vanik-repeal-splits.html>.
‘A Relic of the Cold War: Is it Time to Repeal Jackson-Vanik for Russia?’ Joint Hearing before
the Subcommittee on Europe and the Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nonproliferation and Trade
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, 111th Congress, 2nd Session,
27 April 2010, Serial No. 111-112, available at <http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG111hhrg56198/html/CHRG-111hhrg56198.htm>. Tom Lantos (1928-2008), after meetings
with Russian Jewish leaders in Moscow earlier favoured outright repeal.
Friedman, ‘Proposed Jackson-Vanik’; Popper, ‘Push to Repeal’, above note 129.
Republic of Austria v. Altmann, 541 U.S. 677 (2004); see Martha Lufkin’s note on the case: ‘A
Sea-Snake at the Austrian National Gallery’ (2006) XI Art Antiquity and Law, pp. 351-68.
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US District Court, California
On 9th November 2004 Chabad filed suit under the same FSIA statute and in the same
US District Court in California, against the Russian Federation, the Ministry of Culture,
RGB and RGVA. While more comments on the long proceedings are in preparation, only
a few points can be raised here.133
In addition to FSIA legal elements, Chabad presented itself as a victim of discrimination,
persecution and miscarriage of justice in the USSR and the Russian Federation. While such
a stance might appeal to American Cold War and anti-Soviet sensibilities, its Complaint
also misinterpreted, if not actually misrepresented, some of the events in Moscow during
1991 and early 1992, as explained earlier. One example surrounds Chabad’s allegation
that: “In September 1991, Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev ordered that the Lenin State
Library return the Library to Plaintiff”. In fact, Gorbachev recently affirmed that he never
issued such an Order, nor did he authorise anyone else to do so.134 In another example,
when GBL and the Ministry of Culture appealed the October 1991 Soviet Arbitration
Court decision that Chabad owned the ‘Library’ and ordered it to be returned to Plaintiff
within one month, Chabad misrepresented the 18th November 1991 Appeal Decision by
suggesting, “The Chief State Arbiter confirmed the October decision”, when to the contrary
the November Decree asserted the ‘Library’ had been nationalised and prohibited export,
providing for its transfer to a not-yet-registered library under Moscow Chabad.135
Chabad also argued that the ‘Library’ was owned by the international Chabad Community,
and seized from the international Chabad Community (although not registered before
1940), rather than merely the Sixth Rebbe as a Russian and then Soviet citizen, thus
trying to avoid Russian arguments based on the ‘Act of State’ doctrine. As cited in the
DC Court under US law, the 1987 case of Chabad v. Gourary in New York on appeal,
conclusively gave the worldwide Chabad Community ownership of the books and
manuscripts Schneersohn had left in Poland and received from Warsaw in Brooklyn
in 1941 and 1974, as opposed to the personal family heirs of the Sixth Rebbe.136 That
decision could also apply to the related Schneersohn ‘Archive’ in RGVA, but not to the
nationalised books and manuscripts in RGB from Lubavichi, which Rabbi Schneersohn
had claimed in the 1920s as his personal library.
The Defendants tried to demonstrate that “Chabad’s characterizations of the Russian
proceedings are replete with misstatements and error”, emphasising that “the Library was
taken [or confiscated] from the Fifth and Sixth Rebbes when they were citizens of Russia
… which does not implicate international law principles”.137 Tatiana K. Kovaleva, the
only Russian attorney used by the Defendants, duly explained, among other points that
Chabad had addressed the wrong Soviet court given that “claims and disputes over title
133
134
135
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See also the articles by Chabad attorney Gerber and Bazler, above note 4, and Grimsted,
‘Afterword – 2013’, above note 1, pp. A30-A38.
See above note 66 and the initial Chabad Complaint, 15 Nov. 2004, Chabad v. RF, para 22, at
<http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/ChabadComplaint.pdf>, also in JA, vol.
1, pp. 24-45, para. 42; repeated in several later court documents.
See above note 72 and the initial Chabad Complaint, above note 134, para. 27; and Transfer
Documents, Factual Background, 29 July 2005, Chabad v. RF, DC District Court, Doc. 1, p. 2.
Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United States v. Barry and Hanna Gourary,17 Nov. 1987, US Court
of Appeals, Second Circuit, 883 F.2d 341, No. 1302, Docket 87-7224, at <http://openjurist.
org/833/f2d/431/agudas-chasidei-chabad-of-united-states-v-gourary>.
Defendants’ Supplemental Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss …, Chabad v. RF, 23 Jan.
2006, Doc. 14; copy in JA, vol. 4, pp. 3329, 3335-36, and 3340.
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to and ownership of property involving individuals were not within the province of the
Gosarbitrazh Courts”.138
As another discrepancy, Kovaleva raised Chabad’s curious notion of a ‘Second Taking’ of
the ‘Library’ by the Russian Federation in February 1992, which was based on Chabad’s
apparent misunderstanding in connection with Boris Puginskii’s 14th February 1992 Decree
annulling the two 1991 Soviet decrees. Chabad characterised Puginskii as “the assistant
to the Deputy Chief Arbitrator of the Russian Supreme Court” and claimed: “His conduct
was without legal justification and lacked any legal or binding effect under Russian law.”139
To the contrary, Kovaleva explained that annulment of the 1991 Decrees was “within the
scope of his authority under the Rules and was based on the law of the Russian Federation”.
However, she did not catch the error in the Chabad’s English translation of his title or the
fact that Puginskii had already been appointed Acting Chief Arbitor.140
As required under the FSIA, Chabad had no trouble establishing that the ‘Archive’ was
indeed taken subject to international law, as noted above. Yet curiously it also suggested
that the initial ‘taking’ of the ‘Library’ and ‘Archive’ occurred when Chabad received no
response to its vague informal letter to Russian President Vladimir Putin (10th June 2004).141
The only serious discovery and litigation took place during the first phase of the case in
California. The Russian Government Defendants brought in a few Russian witnesses by
remote TV, but they were hardly at home in the American legal system, often complicated
by the eleven-hour time gap between Moscow and California. The Russian witnesses
presented had not been involved when Chabad had claimed the ‘Library’ in Moscow
court. Nor were they knowledgeable about the current situation of the Schneersohn
‘Library’ in RGB. The lead defence attorney, James H. Broderick, Jr, was himself very
confused about the number of volumes in the ‘Library’, when he remarked in August
2006: “I think it’s 40,000 volumes”.142 When RGB President Viktor Fedorov took the
stand via remote TV, he could not accurately explain the manuscript, rare-book, or other
components of the Schneersohn Library intermixed within the ‘Poliakov Collection’, or
the extent of their transfer to the Oriental Centre (as of June 2005).143
RGB Deputy Director Nina Khakhaleva appeared better informed: Rabbi Schneersohn,
in his letters of appeal against nationalisation in 1922 and 1925 cited above, had referred
to the books as his “personal religious library”. She submitted key documents from the
RGB Archive, with reference to Bolshevik 1918 regulations requiring registration of
private libraries and a special ‘Mandate’ authorising possession of a private library of
138

139
140
141
142

143

Declaration of Tatiana K. Kovaleva, 27 June 2005 (Moscow, 28 April 2005), JA, vol. 1, pp.
126-35. Kovaleva is a Moscow University law docent retained by the Moscow Office of Squire,
Sanders & Dempsey, LLP. While she discussed the Moscow court proceedings in 1991-1992,
she admitted (under cross-examination) that she had spent only eight hours in preparing her
Declaration and had not researched the Arbitrazh Court records (although claiming to have
done so in her Declaration), and had analysed only the Court Decrees.
Chabad Complaint, 15 Nov. 2004, above note 134; and JA, vol. 1, para 30, p. 36.
Declaration of Kovaleva, 27 June 2005, above note 138, Ex. A through G, pp. 136-68; another
copy in JA, vol. 3, pp. 2337-80. See above note 85.
Chabad Complaint, 15 Nov. 2004, above note 134, para 42.
Amended Answer to the Complaint filed by Plaintiff, 13 March 2009, Chabad v. RF, 1:05-cv01548-RCL, Doc. 63, para. 11. See Bazyler and Gerber, ‘Chabad v. RF’, above note 4, pp. 37980. Broderick, Answer to Complaint, on behalf of Defendants, 11 Dec. 2008, Doc. 37. He gave
the 40,000 figure, 29 Aug. 2006, in JA, vol. 4, p. 3510.
Declaration of Victor V. Fedorov, 20 May 2005, JA, vol. 1, pp. 95-99, with Ex. A to G, pp. 100-35.
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over 500 volumes with which Schneersohn had neglected to comply, but Khakhaleva had
no opportunity to discuss those issues.144 Kovaleva neglected to submit copies of those
decrees, nor was she familiar with the 1925 and 1927 documents Khakhaleva submitted.

US District Court, DC, and Judge Lamberth’s 2006 Decision
The Russians centred their arguments for dismissal on the ground of forum non conveniens,
insisting that the case could more appropriately be heard in a Russian Court, and in
particular that a claim for the ‘Archive’ had not been presented in Russia. On 14th July
2005, after initial proceedings in the California US District Court, the Judge could not
establish California as an appropriate venue, and refused to rule on the Defendants’ Motion
to Dismiss. The Chabad case was transferred to the US District Court in Washington DC.145
In the December 2006 Memorandum Opinion signed by District Judge Royce C.
Lamberth, he declared the Court right of jurisdiction under FSIA in the case of the Chabad
‘Archive’, as having been seized illegally under international law. The Court rejected the
Chabad claim to ‘taking’ of the ‘Library’ under international law, upholding the Russian
position that it had been seized and legally nationalised in 1919 and 1920 by Soviet
authorities from Russian and then Soviet citizens. The Court accordingly granted the
Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss in terms of the ‘Library’, but rejected Russia’s Motion to
Dismiss the Chabad claim for the ‘Archive’.146

DC Circuit Court of Appeals
Russia and Chabad both appealed that Decision. As to the ownership issue, the DC
Appellate Court accepted Chabad’s projected retroactive ownership by the worldwide
Chabad Community for the ‘Library’ to include the pre-1914 books and manuscripts
from Lubavichi now in RGB, even if against Russian law. The Defendants’ claim that
the February 1992 Arbitration Court’s decision had been legally annulled by Puginskii
was rejected, the Court ruling that, “the November 18, 1991 decision of the Chief State
Arbiter represented a legal recovery of the property by Agudas Chasidei Chabad, possibly
subject to limitations on its removal from Russia”. The failure to fully understand the
complicated Russian situation during the period in question did not prevent the US Judge
ruling in favour of Chabad’s claim of a ‘second taking’ in February 1992, as he explained:
Here the lines of authority among the various judicial, executive, and
legislative bodies appear to defy comprehension by outsiders (indeed, they
may be inconsistent with the concept of lines of authority altogether). But
neither can we declare insubstantial or frivolous the plaintiff’s claim that
the 1991-1992 actions of Russia and the Russian State Library constituted
a retaking of the property; thus we reverse the district court’s decision on
the point.147
144

145
146
147

Declaration of Nina I. Khakhaleva, 27 June 2005, Doc. 49, JA, vol. 2, pp. 1773-75, and
especially Ex. S through V (JA, vol. 2, pp. 1841-53). See above note 20. Defense attorney
James Broderick later mentioned the 1927 document in passing: Transcript of Motions Hearing,
29 Aug. 2006, Doc. 80-6; in JA, vol. 4, pp. 3510-11.
See US District Court, Central District of California, Case no. CV 04-9233 PA (PLAx), 14 July
2005, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 56; Doc. 56; also in JA, vol. 4, pp. 3317-25. See also Complaint and
Transfer Documents, 29 July 2005, US District Court for DC, Case 1:05-CV-01548-RCL, Docs 1-2.
Order and Memorandum Opinion, both signed by Judge Royce C. Lamberth, 4 Dec. 2006,
Chabad v. RF, Docs. 20 and 21, JA, vol. 4, pp. 3551-89. See Bazyler and Gerber, above note 4.
Appeal Opinion, 13 June 2008, US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit, 528 F 3d 934, No. 07381
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Accordingly in June 2008, the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
vacated in part and affirmed in part Lamberth’s December 2006 Decision. Specifically,
in the Appeal Opinion, “we vacate application of the act of state doctrine to the Library
claims”. Thus the Court allowed Chabad to proceed with its claim for the ‘Library’ held in
RGB under FSIA, as well as the ‘Archive’ in RGVA. The Appeals Court simultaneously
upheld the District Court’s rejection of the Russian motion “to dismiss the claims on grounds
of foreign sovereign immunity, forum non conveniens, and the act of state doctrine”.148
Thus the Chabad case went forward, overlooking both the implications of the November
Arbitrazh Decision and the legality of Puginskii’s annulment, while establishing a
‘taking’ in February 1992 with premises short-circuiting nationalisation by an ‘act of
State’, as pointed out soon after by an independent analysis.149 This outsider can only
wonder whether if what had been presented to the judges ‘defies comprehension’, the
Russian Defendants couldn’t have done better in Court to explicate the issues more
appropriately, including the lacking catalogues of books and manuscripts in RGB needed
to clarify what ‘sacred texts’ Chabad was claiming.
Rabbi Cunin, on the other hand, could thus rejoice (although only in theory):
This is a historic victory for the Rebbe and for all people of faith and freedom.
These sacred books and manuscripts contain the souls of our Rebbes, and
of their countless followers who were persecuted and murdered by the Nazi
and Soviet regimes. We hope and pray the Russian government of today
will now fulfill its moral and legal obligations to return these sacred texts.150

Back to Judge Lamberth in US District Court
Following the Appeals Court Decision favourable to Chabad, the Russian Defendants were
unprepared for further litigation. Apparently Russian authorities had not compensated
their attorneys or instructed them how better to resolve the still ‘uncomprehensible’ issues
at stake. In mid-January 2009, the Defendants’ attorneys “asked the Judge to be released
from the case, claiming ‘a breakdown in communications’ with their clients”; apparently
the Defendants “had not had contact with their counselors since April [2008]”.151
That was just after Chabad reported the disappearance of twelve folios from one of
the dossiers in the ‘Archive’. RGVA continued to insist there were no missing folios,
although it could present no expertise because Chabad had not adequately specified from
what file the folios had allegedly disappeared. At that point the Judge issued a warning

148
149

150
151

7002 (consolidated with 07-7006), pp. 18-19; <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/
files/ChabadAppealOpinion061308_0.pdf>.
Appeal Opinion, 13 June 2008, above note 147. See Bazyler and Gerber, above note 4, IJCP 17,
pp. 377-79.
‘D.C. Circuit Declines to Apply Act of State Doctrine to Claim of Russian Seizure of Religious
Property. – Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United States v. Russian Federation, 528 F.3d 934
(D.C. Cir. 2008)’, Harvard Law Review 122 (2009), at <www.harvardlawreview.org/issues/122/
may09/Recent_Case_667.php>.
Rabbi Boruch Cunin, as quoted by Martin Barillas, Cutting Edge, 23 June 2008, at <http://
www.thecuttingedgenews.com/index.php?article=593>; includes a court sketch with Chabad
lead attorney Nathan Lewin.
Miriam Davids, ‘Judge Orders Russia to Report on Status of Chabad Library’, 27 Jan. 2009,
Chabad Lubavitch World HQ/News, at <http://lubavitch.com/news/article/2025322/JudgeOrders-Russia-To-Report-on-Status-of-Chabad-Library.html>.
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that the Russians “risk a default ruling in the case if they do not have legal counsel in the
US court”, adding:
if Russia flouts the Court’s orders to report the status of the library, and
provide a catalogue of all of its contents as per the court’s instructions, it
would grant Chabad permission to send a delegation to Russia to inspect
the archives and the library.152
On 13th March 2009, the Defendants filed a much-delayed Amended Answer to the
Chabad Complaint, again noting the lack of a catalogue for the ‘Archive’and ‘Library’
claimed. In response, Rabbi Levine submitted in April a copy of his still unauthenticated
short-title Hebrew list of 5,622 printed books, still not correlated to RGB holdings, and
his list of 87 rare books.153 Yet even if accepted as a hypothetical list of Chabad books
from Lubavichi (less the 50-100 now in Brooklyn), that was fewer than half the 12,087
books Chabad had been claiming since 1991. Rabbi Levine also submitted his Internet
search results with 320 inaccurately catalogued ‘Schneersohn’ manuscripts, and the
scribbled listings for 281 manuscripts received from GBL in 1991. The Defendants made
no response to those questionable submissions.

Russian Withdrawal and a 2010 Default Judgment
Instead of responding to Chabad’s ‘discovery’, the Russians walked out of Court, on 26th
June 2009, again citing sovereign immunity:
T]his Court has no authority to enter Orders with respect to the property
owned by the Russian Federation and in its possession. …The Russian
Federation will not consider any such Orders to be binding on it.154
Chabad had no choice but to move for a Default Judgment.
A year later, on 30th July 2010, Chief Judge Royce C. Lamberth summarised the case,
affirming Chabad ownership of both the ‘Library’ and ‘Archive’.155 His unprecedented
default judgment ordered the Russian State Defendants to surrender “the complete
collection of religious books, manuscripts, documents and things that comprise the
‘Library’ and the ‘Archive’ presently being held in RGB and RGVA to the US Embassy
in Moscow on behalf of Brooklyn Chabad. The Court Order attached copies of the lists
of books and manuscripts mentioned above that Levine had submitted in April 2009, but
there still were no lists of the claimed books and manuscripts held in RGB.156

Russian Reaction – No ‘Return’ to Brooklyn, 2010-2012
After the DC Court Order Russian authorities in Moscow all began to take the matter
more seriously than Russia had displayed in US Court.
152
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Davids, ‘Judge Orders Russia to Report on Status of Chabad Library’, 27 Jan. 2009, above note 151.
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Proposed Plan to Secure, Protect, and
Preserve the Collection and Declaration of Rabbi Shalom Dovber Levine, 8 April 2009, Chabad
v. RF, Doc. 69, Ex. N; also attached to the Court Order of 30 July 2010, Doc. 80, Attachments
1a (nos. 3229-5642), 1b (nos. 1617-3328), and 1c (nos. 1-1615) – as per the copy on PACER.
Statement of Defendants… with Respect to Further Participation, 26 June 2009, Chabad v. RF,
Doc. 71. See Bazyler and Gerber, ‘Chabad v. RF’, IJCP, p. 380, above note 4.
Lamberth’s Memorandum Opinion, 30 July 2010, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 81, at <http://www.
commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/Chabad-MemorandumOpinionJuly302010.pdf>.
Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Default Judgment, 30 July 2010, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 80,
above note 5.
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The Foreign Ministry, the Duma and RGB
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MID/MFA) expressed surprise and indignation that an
American Federal Court had issued a “verdict so inexact from a legal standpoint, and so
flagrantly violating norms and principles of international law”. MFA held that no US-Russian
treaty gave US courts the right of adjudication over Russian State property, and that such
matters should exclusively be decided by Russian courts. The books from the Schneersohn
Library “have never left the territory of Russia”, and there could be “no question of a
possible ‘return’ of the books to the USA”.157 The Russian statement also demanded the
return of the seven books Chabad holds since the 1994 on International Library Loan,
initially through the Library of Congress.158 The ‘Archive’ was not mentioned.
After the official US Court documents were duly delivered to the Defendants in Moscow,
an official reply stated on 16th January 2011:
The Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation hereby returns without
judicial review all court documents issued by the Columbia District Court
along with the petition filed by the Hasidic Community of the United
States, seeking return of the Hasidic religious library. The documents are
being returned due to nonexistence of an international treaty between the
United States and Russia that would regulate legal provisions pertaining to
civil, family and trade matters.159
The furore in Moscow added yet another legal impediment for transfer of Chabad books
to Brooklyn: a new Russian Federal Law, long under discussion in the Duma,was rushed
through both houses of Parliament. That Law, On the Transfer to Religious Organizations
of Property of Religious Significance Held in State or Municipal Ownership, extends
provisions for restitution of non-movable property, i.e. buildings of the Orthodox Church
and other religious groups including Jews within Russia. However, the Law specifically
prohibits restitution of movable property held in the official Russian Museum, Archival and
Library Funds, thus including the Chabad ‘Library’ in RGB. Furthermore it forbids transfer
of nationalised religious property to a foreign religious organisation or its representative.160
On 24th November 2010, a week before that legal instrument was signed into law, an
exhibition on 230 Years of the Hasidic Book opened at the RGB Oriental Centre. In
his opening remarks RGB Director Aleksandr Vislyi highlighted the legal discrepancy
between the DC Court Order and the new Russian Law just adopted by the Duma. Public
access to these books has triumphed, he noted: “It is important to understand that when
a book is held in the national library it is accessible to any individual and citizen of
157
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159
160

‘Kommentarii Departamenta informatsii i pechati MID Rossii v sviazi s resheniem
amerikanskogo suda po voprosu o “biblioteke Shneersona”’, 11 Aug. 2010, at <http://www.
mid.ru/brp_4.nsf/0/5ABBB2C21F45CEB9C325777C00571447>. Cf Associated Press story,
12 Aug. 2010, in New York Times, with a few inaccuracies about the institutions involved.
‘Kommentarii Departamenta informatsii MID’, 11 Aug. 2010, above note 157. Regarding the
seven books on loan, see above notes 94 and 95.
NOTICE: Letter to the Court, 21 Jan. 2011, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 88. The Ministry letter
addressed to “United States District Court of Columbia”, docketed in the original Russian, is
signed by V.I. Lysak, Deputy Director of the Department of International Law and Cooperation.
O peredache religioznym organizatsiiam imushchestva religioznogo naznacheniia,
nakhodiashchegosia v gosudarstvennoi ili munitsipal’noi sobstvennosti, Federal Law of the
RF, 30 Nov. 2010, no. 327-FZ, published in Rossiiskaia gazeta, 3 Dec. 2010, Article 8, para. 1;
at <http://www.rg.ru/2010/12/03/tserkovnoedobro-dok.html>.
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any nation”. Transfer, he stressed: “would not be desirable for the people of Russia”.161
Ten of the 61 books in the published exhibition catalogue were from the Schneersohn
Collection.162 Reportedly no Chabad representative attended the opening. Yet RGB still
had made no effort to catalogue the rest of the Schneersohn books and manuscripts.

Several books attributed to the Schneersohn Collection on display in the
RGB Oriental Centre, November–December 2010.
Photo courtesy the Russian State Library

A Synagogue Round Table
On 6th March 2011, the Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue devoted a Round Table to the fate
of the Schneersohn Library with a wide range of participants, and even former Soviet
President Gorbachev by remote access.163 In 1991, internationally-respected Russian
Hebraist Semen Iakerson had recommended transfer of the books to Chabad before
it rejected his offer of cataloguing assistance. At the Round Table he insisted that the
manuscripts and rare books would be better cared for in a professional library than in
a synagogue. Besides: “Today it is completely unimportant where books are physically
located – more important is open access for researchers. The books must be photographed,
microfilmed, and catalogued”. Transfer to Brooklyn raised his more serious concern: “As
161
162
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RGB General Director Aleksandr Vislyi, ‘230 let Khasidskoi knigi’, at <http://www.rsl.ru/ru/
s7/s381/2010/s38158365840/>.
230 let Khasidskoi knigi: katalog vystavki knig iz fondov Rossiiskoi gosudarstvennoi biblioteki,
Tsentr vostochnoi literatury, 24 noiabria– 22 dekabria 2010 g. / 230 years of Hasidic books:
Catalogue of the book exhibition from the collection of the Russian State Library, Oriental
Center, 24 Nov. – 22 Dec. 2010, comp. K.Iu. Burmistrov (Moscow: RGB, 2010).
The business monthly Boss published the transcript: ‘Put’ iz mertvoi tochki’, ed. Aleksandr
Polianskii, Boss, 2011, no. 4, at <http://www.bossmag.ru/archiv/2011/boss-04-2011-g/putiz-mertvoj-tochki.html>. See also the short report at <http://rublev-museum.livejournal.
com/65101.html>.
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it was 20 years ago, researchers throughout the world knew: if books or manuscripts
ended up [in 770], no one would ever be able to see them – it would have been like a
black hole”.164 Veronika Irina-Kogan argued vehemently with Iakerson, when he favoured
the books remaining in RGB, concluding with a twist of irony: since the Lenin Library
considered the Schneersohn books part of the ‘Poliakov Collection’, then “they should be
returned to the ‘Poliakov Home’, namely the Bol'shaia Bronnaia Synagogue”.165 While
opinions were sharply divided as to whether the books should stay in RGB or be handed
over to Chabad, no one suggested possible transfer to Brooklyn, including the host, Rabbi
Kogan, who insisted, given their utmost spiritual significance, they should remain with
the Chabad Community, preferably at Bol'shaia Bronnaia.
Rabbi Lazar of the Mar'ina Roshcha Synagogue and Rabbi Shaevich of the Choral
Synagogue, did not participate in person, but in published interviews both spoke out
against transfer to Brooklyn. Lazar suggested elusively:
— I am not a prophet. I can only hope, that even with this problem, as with
any other, there is a solution. Experience teaches us, that if there is good
will, a wise solution can always be found.166
Rabbi Shaevich insisted that “the American Chabad should renounce their juridical
claim and further litigation”:
They can’t go on in the American way with thunderous court cases, much
noise and public attention…. In our country, they must do exactly the
opposite – less noise and less antagonistic public discussion, preferably
without courts. To be sure, with such procedure there could be much more
success. …
…at the beginning of the 1990s the books were not given back because of
the unneeded pressure from the American Chabad Community – the loud
commotion and agitation …. Now it’s a completely different situation with
Hebrew studies actively developing in Russia. ….
Shaevich also recommended digitisation and microfilm, implying that more original
‘relics’ might thereby be turned over to Chabad.167
The situation was quite unlike two decades earlier when the Seventh Rebbe implored
five of his appointed followers to bring the books ‘home’ to Brooklyn. In 2011 not only
Russian laws, but Jewish religious leaders and academic Hebraicists were all speaking in
a similar voice that the Schneersohn Collection should not leave Russia.

Retaliation: Art Loans Barred to the US
Russian reaction to the DC Court Order produced even more confrontational developments
across the ocean when the renewed ‘battle for books’ boiled over into the museum
world. Even before Chabad demanded sanctions, the Russian Government, grasping for
164
165
166
167

Iakerson, in Boss, 2011, no. 4, above note 163. Cf. Iakerson to M.S. Gorbachev, 2 Feb. 1991,
above note 51.
Veronika Irina-Kogan, in ‘Kruglyi stol’, above note 163. See the historical note about the
‘Poliakov Synagogue’, above notes 27 and 56.
Rabbi Shlomo Dov-Ber Pinkhos Lazar, ‘Esli est' dobraia volia, vsegda mozhno naiti mudroe
reshenie’, in Boss, above note 163.
Rabbi Adol'f Shaevich, interview, in Boss, above note 163; cf. above notes 61-63.
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demonstrable retaliation, early in 2011 barred temporary art loans to museums in the
United States. In alleging possible US Court attachment of Russian-owned art objects on
loan, Russian authorities ignored the US established legal procedures for registering and
guaranteeing ‘immunity from seizure’ for loaned cultural exhibits.
Several Russian-owned paintings from Paul Gauguin’s Tahitian period did not arrive
for the major exhibition in February at the Washington National Gallery of Art (NGA).
Another Russian loan from the Hermitage was cancelled for the NGA exhibition
of Canaletto and His Rivals. Meanwhile in New York, a Cézanne painting from the
Hermitage was missing for the special Cézanne exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art.168 Most provocatively, on 17th March the Russian Minister of Culture issued a
force majeure, ordering return of 37 icons from the small Museum of Russian Icons in
Clinton, Massachusetts. A curator from the Andrei Rublev Museum arrived to dismantle
the Treasures from Moscow exhibition six months in advance of the date agreed, despite
guaranteed immunity from seizure by the US Department of State.169
Mikhail Shvydkoi, when he was earlier Minister of Culture, was one of the more westernoriented supporters of cultural restitution cases in Russia. Now as Presidential Envoy for
Cultural Cooperation, he was trying to find a compromise solution for the growing crisis
over the Chabad claim. On 21st March 2011 he came out strongly supporting the Russian
Government boycott of art loans, due to the “incorrect decision by the American Court,
which impairs cultural relations with the United States …”.170
By April 2011 Chabad moved for Civil Contempt Sanctions.171 Formal assurances by
Chabad attorneys in May that they would not attach cultural objects on loan with State
Department guarantees failed to amend Russian Ministry orders. Escalation of the artloan controversy affected museums across the country from Los Angeles to Houston.
Behind the scenes, the State Department was simultaneously working overtime to ease
the crisis and find a way to bring the books to Brooklyn. Yet it was not always clear if
their attorneys fully grasped the situation in Moscow or the multiple Russian laws that
in fact forbid such a move. During the stalemate in the summer of 2011, new bizarre
suggestions for ‘exchange’ arose, with an attorney representing the US Department of
State even unrealistically inquiring at the Library of Congress whether books from the
Russian imperial libraries might be available for an ‘exchange’ for the Chabad texts in
Moscow! They seemingly overlooked the fact that, like RGB, the Library of Congress is
prohibited by law to alienate holdings in its permanent collections.
168
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Carol Vogel and Clifford J. Levy, ‘Dispute Derails Art Loans from Russia’, New York
Times, 2 Feb. 2011, art pages <http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/03/arts/design/03museum.
html?pagewanted=1>. See also Elizabeth Dwoskin, ‘Menachem Schneerson’s Ghost Roils
the Art World’, The Village Voice Blog, 3 Feb. 2011, at <http://blogs.villagevoice.com/
runninscared/2011/02/menachem_schnee.php>.
‘Russian-Issued “Force Majeure” Questionable. Icons Stay at Museum of Russian Icons for
Now’,
at
<http://www.museumofrussianicons.org/pdf/MRITresMoscXRECALL2.pdf>.
See the valid immunity protection: ‘Culturally Significant Objects Imported for Exhibition
Determinations: “Treasures of Moscow: Icons From the Andrey Rublev Museum,”’ 75 Fed.
Reg. 53012-03, 30 Aug. 2010. See also <http://rublev-museum.livejournal.com/97255.html>;
<http://en.rian.ru/art_living/20110319/163095191.html>.
‘Reshenie po biblioteke Shneersona meshaet provedeniiu vystavok za rubezhom’, at <http://
www.ria.ru/culture/20110321/356294191.html>.
Plaintiff’s Motion for Civil Contempt Sanctions Against Defendants Russian Federation…, 4
April 2011, at <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/civilcontempt.pdf>.
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In mid-August a journalist in the New York Observer suggested, “Not since the Cold
War, it seems, have strained diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Russia spilled
over into the public arena with such ferocity – only this time the war is over art and
two collections of religious books”.172 At the same time, the Jewish Daily Forward was
“asking a simple question: Why does the collection have to leave Russia at all?”– echoing
similar questions already posed in Moscow.173
Brooklyn-based Chabad and Cunin in California remained adamant in their commitment
to bring the books ‘home’ to 770 Eastern Parkway, as their attorneys agreed “to
commence negotiations with the Russian Government”.174 A week later, the Russian
tall ship Nadezhda (‘Hope’) symbolically cancelled a goodwill call in San Francisco.
The Russian Consul General, intially surprised by the rebuff, later attributed it to “‘a
long problem’ involving Chabad’s claim”.175 Was that a sign that hope for diplomatic
negotiation was illusory? On 26th December Russian Minister of Culture Aleksandr
Avdeev emphatically rejected negotiations. On 13th January 2012, he stressed further
dialogue would be possible “only when the decision of the Court and the related Court
Order are annulled”.176

More Negotiations and the Sanctions Controversy
Chabad Requests Sanctions
Chabad’s ‘negotiating’ time ran out, and on 5th March, the Plaintiff addressed the Court:
Chabad has made a good faith effort to negotiate with Defendants.…
including multiple meetings at the Russian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
Unfortunately, Defendants have not complied with the Court’s judgment.
Nor have Defendants agreed to return any portion of the Collection as
a result of diplomatic efforts or the foreign sovereign’s generosity. …
Defendants’ position is unacceptable.
Accordingly, Chabad respectfully requests that the Court enter an Order
finding defendants … in contempt of court and issue a significant daily or
weekly monetary sanction against each [of] them for refusing to comply
with the Court’s judgment.177
172
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Laura Gilbert, ‘Art in the Crossfire: A Jewish Sect’s Claims Have Led to a U.S.-Russian
Embargo,’ New York Observer, 22 Aug. 2011, at <http://www.observer.com/2011/08/artin-the-crossfire-a-jewish-sects-claims-have-led-to-a-u-s-russia-embargo/>. Gilbert draws
considerably from an interview with the present author.
Paul Berger, ‘Russian Art Exchanges Frozen Over Chabad Lawsuit: Orthodox Group Suing
To Get Schneerson Collection Back’, Jewish Daily Forward, 24 Aug. 2011, at <http://www.
forward.com/articles/141799/#ixzz1iv2wCiQP>.
Plaintiff’s Request to Temporarily Hold in Abeyance Contempt Sanctions, 19 Oct. 2011,
Doc. 104, at <http://www.artlawreport.com/files/2011/10/Agudas-Plaintiffs-requesst-to-holdsanctions-in-abeyance-B1344006.pdf>.
Gilbert, ‘The Case that Halted a Russian Ship’, above note 2.
‘Peregovory o dele Shneersona ne vozobnoviatsia, poka SShA ne otmeniat isk’
[interview with Aleksandr Avdeev], RIA Novosti, 26 Dec. 2011, at <http://www.ria.ru/
culture/20111226/526937152.html>; and ‘Minkul'turnye perspektivy’ [interview with Aleksandr
Avdeev], 13 Jan. 2012, Interfax, at <http://interfax.ru/print.asp?sec=1476&id=225874>.
Plaintiff’s Statement… and Request for Issuance of Contempt Sanctions, 5 March 2012,
Chabad v. RF, Doc. 106, at <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/Chabad.pdf>.
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Coincidentally, that was the day after Vladimir Putin was re-elected President of the
Russian Federation.

Strengthening Immunity from Seizure?
Meanwhile in US Congress, the American Association of Art Museum Directors and the
Department of Justice, concerned by the continued Russian ban on art loans, pushed for
new US legislation to resolve that issue. In February 2012, a law to amend the FSIA was
introduced in Congress to provide even stronger guarantees against threatened seizure,
which speedily passed the House of Representatives on 19th March 2012.178 Considerable
controversy and outcry emerged, however, when the bill reached the Senate in May for
fear that it could affect possibilities of art restitution for some categories of claimants.179
By the end of 2012, the pending bill died in the Senate Judiciary Committee, but no new
legislation has emerged.
At the same time, Russian presidential envoy Shvydkoi had little faith in the proposed
new legislation. Expressing the Russian position after an April 2012 meeting at the State
Department, as quoted by the Art Newspaper, he suggested that the US and Russia “must
reach an intergovernmental agreement as quickly as possible that would guarantee the
security of Russian cultural treasures exhibited in the US”.180 But no such agreement was
deemed appropriate by the American side.
As to the disposition of the books themselves, Shvydkoi was already suggesting a
Moscow solution:
The large and active Jewish community in Moscow, which has recovered
after decades of oppression, is grounds enough for the Schneersohn books
and documents to stay in the Russian capital. … [Shvydkoi] has proposed
to Berel Lazar, the Lubavitcher who is Russia’s chief rabbi, that the books
be lent permanently to the Moscow Chabad’s cultural centre.181
By late May 2012, Judge Lamberth was himself apparently concerned as to whether
sanctions would help resolve the legal impasse, and on 23rd May he sought “to obtain the
views of the United States … because of the serious impact an order could have on the
foreign policy interests of the United States”.182

More Tall Ships in the Fray
Symbolically in Moscow on 2nd July, the Russian ship Sedov, tallest in the world,
announced that San Francisco would not be among its ports of call in 2012. No source
was given for the headline, repeated in the EU Times, ‘USA to arrest world’s largest
178
179
180
181
182

H.R. 4086/S. 2212; Looted Art Newsletter, 23 March 2012, at <www.lootedart.com/
PCS7A9131861>.
See Doreen Carajal, “Dispute Over Bill on Borrowed Art”, New York Times, 21 May 2012,
at <http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/22/arts/design/dispute-over-bill-to-protect-art-lent-tomuseums.html?_r=1>.
Sophia Kishkovsky, ‘Russia and US Continue to Discuss Cultural Stand-Off’, Art Newspaper,
7 May 2012, at <http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Russia-and-US-continue-todiscuss-cultural-stand-off/26462>.
As quoted by Kishkovsky, above note 180.
Order Soliciting the Views of the United States, 23 May 2012, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 107, at
<http://www.artlawreport.com/files/2012/05/Chabad-Views-of-US-B1437032.pdf>.
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sailing ship because of Jewish books’.183 Two days later – 4th July – the Voice of Russia
radio announced, “The Krusenstern will not enter the port of London during the summer
Olympic Games”, again in fear of seizure, and again quoting Mikhail Shvydkoi:
The collection has never left Russia, so it is wrong to use any legal
regulations in this case except Russian ones. There are no reasons to
believe that the library belongs to one particular Hasidic community in the
US. Russia also has Hasids and Jewish religious centres, so they should
have priority in claiming the library. … Russia rejects the arrest of the
collection as an option.
The Russian announcer concluded: “Politicians and experts believe that this ridiculous
situation should be somehow sorted out. … Naturally, the Schneersohn library will
remain with its rightful owner, Russia, but cultural links will sadly be damaged”.184 US
Chabad attorneys called the Russian statements “ridiculous” and flatly denied any legal
possibility of seizure. Besides, sanctions had not yet been granted, and Russian tall ships
were never suggested as targets. British seizure on behalf of Chabad was not only legally
impossible, but even further from reality!185

Reality at Last? No then Yes to Sanctions
US Chabad and its attorneys hardly wanted to hear what the DOJ had to say on 29th
August. The ‘Statement of Interest of the United States’, while reassuring Government
support for the Chabad claim, squarely opposed “the plaintiff’s pending motion for civil
contempt sanctions”:
The United States has maintained a consistent position that the Collection
should be transferred to Chabad. In this regard, since the early 1990s, the
Executive Branch has made extensive diplomatic efforts to help Chabad
gain possession of the Collection. The United States has raised the issue
at the Presidential level under several administrations, and in cabinet,
Ambassadorial, and working-level diplomatic discussions throughout this
period. The United States is currently pursuing diplomatic efforts toward
this objective, and it intends to continue to do so.
The United States believes, however, that the relief requested from the
Court by Chabad in its pending motion is not appropriate and would not
be an effective means to achieve this goal. The entry of an order of civil
contempt sanctions in this case would not be consistent with the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act (‘FSIA’,’ or the ‘Act’). The Act does not permit
a court to compel compliance with a specific performance order regarding
property held by a foreign sovereign within the sovereign’s own territory. In
183
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Andrew Mikhailov, ‘USA to Arrest World’s Largest Sailing Ship because of Jewish Books’,
Pravda, 2 July 2012, <http://english.pravda.ru/society/stories/03-07-2012/121545-sedov_
jewish_books-0/>; with a more impressive photograph in EU Times, 4 July 2012, <http://www.
eutimes.net/2012/07/usa-to-arrest-worlds-largest-sailing-ship-because-of-jewish-books/>.
Ilya Kharlamov, ‘Tall Ships and Paintings “Held to Ransom”’, Voice of Russia, 4 July 2012,
available at <http://english.ruvr.ru/2012_07_04/Tall-ships-and-paintings-kept-hostage/>. See
also ‘Tall Ship “Kruzenshtern” Won’t go to London for the Olympics because of a Threat that the
Westerners may Detain the Ship as Retaliation for Russia “Keeping” the So-Called Schneersohn
Collection’, at <http://02varvara.wordpress.com/2012/07/02/tall-ship-kruzenshtern-wont-goto-london-for-the-olympics-because-of-a-threat-that-the-westerners-may-detain-the-ship-asretaliation-for-russia-keeping-the-so-called-sch/>.
Chabad attorney Seth Gerber responded to this author by e-mail 30 July 2012.
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addition, the United States believes that the provision of such relief would
be contrary to the foreign policy interests of the United States, including its
interest in promoting the transfer of the Collection to Chabad. Therefore,
even if the relief that Chabad seeks were available as a matter of law under
the FSIA, the Court should exercise its discretion not to enter the sanctions
order requested by Chabad.186
Following such a strong statement, many presumed Judge Lamberth would not be
granting Chabad’s requested sanctions any time soon.
In a September meeting at Mar'ina Roshcha Rabbi Lazar confirmed Shvydkoi’s
suggestions, suggesting that plans were already formulated for a secure site, if
arrangements might eventually be made for transfer of more Schneersohn books to
Mar'ina Roshcha. He emphasised that US Court Orders were not going to resolve the
Chabad claim, much as Shvydkoi had explained to this author several days earlier.
He believed that continuing adversarial proceedings in any court of law would only
increase conflict and prevent the ‘wise solution’ he had been suggesting. Reassured by
the DOJ Statement against sanctions, he was reaching out for mediation.187 In retrospect,
apparently he was waiting in the sidelines, confident his plan for moving the books to
Mar'ina Roshcha would eventually be viable, as Shvydkoi had already suggested in May.
Chabad was hardly ready for mediation. Strengthened by renewed assurance of US
Government support, while refusing to renounce ‘The Struggle’, Chabad complained in
early September: “the DOJ filing ‘unjustifiably seeks to obstruct Chabad’s legal effort to
retrieve sacred Jewish documents held by Russia in violation of international law’”.188
Its strong rebuttal on 29th September, claimed: “The United States’ Statement of Interest
is erroneous and defective”, and “totally fails to specify any serious impact to American
foreign-policy interests that would result from … a civil contempt order in this case”.189

‘Resetting’ US-Russian Relations? Repeal of Jackson-Vanik
Meanwhile Brooklyn Chabad’s ‘struggle’ on the US political front also ran up against
White House foreign policy when, following Russia’s August 2012 entry into the World
Trade Organization, the Obama Administration was moving to repair damaged RussianAmerican relations with repeal of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.190 Rabbi Lazar and the
FEOR were still strongly encouraging repeal, in contrast to US Chabad efforts to retain
their ‘link’.191
Undoubtedly inspired by Rabbi Cunin’s effective lobbying, on 2nd August 2012,
Democratic Congressman Bradley Sherman from Cunin’s California district reminded
the House of Representatives:
186
187
188
189
190
191

Statement of Interest of the United States, 29 Aug. 2012, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 111, at <http://
www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/Statement%20of%20Interest%20of%20the%20
United%20States,%208.29.12.pdf>.
Rabbi Lazar meeting with Igor Filippov and this author, 20 Sept. 2012.
Frederic J. Frommer (Associated Press), ‘US Opposes Penalty for Russia over Historic Books’,
10 Sept. 2012, at <http://bigstory.ap.org/article/us-opposes-penalty-russia-over-historic-books>.
Plaintiff’s Response to Statement of Interest of the United States, 28 Sept. 2012, Chabad v. RF,
Doc. 112, at <http://www.commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/NoticePlaintiffResponse.pdf>.
For example, ‘Apec Summit: Clinton says US wants Better Russia Trade Ties’, BBC News
Asia, 8 Sept. 2012, at <http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-19528463>.
Friedman, ‘Proposed Jackson-Vanik’, above note 129.
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This Congress passed Jackson-Vanik. There’s discussion of us changing
that important law to allow for Russian goods to be sold in the United
States more freely, but Jackson-Vanik’s purpose was to force Russia to let
our people go. That process will not, in my mind, be complete until Russia
lets the Rebbe’s papers go as well. So I look forward to Russia releasing
those spiritually important documents.192
The Russian Embassy was no more forthcoming with replies to Sherman’s letter-writing
campaign on Chabad’s behalf than Putin was to Chabad’s letter in 2010.193 By autumn
2012, however, the US Congressional support for Chabad linkage with Jackson-Vanik
was abandoned, when a more ominous anti-Russian human-rights linkage arose.
By the time the repeal of Jackson-Vanik came to a vote in the House of Representatives in
November 2012, it was combined with a measure holding Russia accountable for human
rights infringement in the death of Russian attorney Sergei Magnitsky. The White House
had wanted to avoid the Magnitsky Act or any linkage with repeal of Jackson-Vanik, but
the combined bill overwhelmingly passed both houses of Congress with Brad Sherman’s
vote among the ‘Yeas’. President Obama signed the bill into law on 14th December.194
The Russian Foreign Ministry considered passage of the Magnitsky Act “a performance
in the Theater of the Absurd”.195 President Putin dubbed it a “purely political, unfriendly
act” and called for “adequte response”.196 Russia retaliated immediately by prohibiting
more American adoptions of Russian children, in a new tit for tat, only aggravating the
renewed Cold War.

Stepping out of Court for A‘Wise and Legal Solution’:
Compromise and Tolerance in Moscow? 2012–2013
Mediation Mission Impossible
At the end of 2012, after meetings with Shvydkoi and Rabbi Lazar in Moscow, this
author was all too naively suggesting that mediation and compromise might have
led to a ‘just and fair solution’ instead of the continuing confrontation and Cold War
engendered by the Chabad claim. Events since have shown that US Chabad was not
prepared for either mediation or compromise. With a favourable verdict in US Court and
the Executive Branch still supporting its claim, Chabad could continue to ignore Russian
laws that prohibited export of its books. Insulated in its spiritual world and the safety
192
193
194
195

196

Congressional Record-House, 112th Congress (2011-2012), 2 Aug. 2012, p. H5697, excerpt
at <http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?r112:H02AU2-0058:>. See the video of Sherman’s
address to the House at <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYEkIhdDGAQ>.
As related in several of Congressman Sherman’s YouTube presentations on his website, above
note 192.
The Russia and Moldova Jackson-Vanik Repeal and Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law
Accountability Act of 2012 (H.R. 6156). Sherman’s vote was recorded at <http://votesmart.org/
candidate/key-votes/142/brad-sherman#.UMPhIaWhBlI>.
See, for example, ‘US Senate Passes Magnitsky Act, Russia Trade Law’, RTT News, 7 Dec.
2012, at <http://www.rttnews.com/2019466/us-senate-passes-magnitsky-act-russia-trade-law.
aspx?type=ts>; Kathy Lally and Will Englund, ‘Russia Fumes as U.S. Senate Passes Magnitsky
Law Aimed at Human Rights,’ Washington Post, 6 Dec. 2012, at <http://www.washingtonpost.
com/world/europe/us-passes-magnitsky-bill-aimed-at-russia/2012/12/06/262a5bba-3fd5-11e2bca3-aadc9b7e29c5_story.html>.
‘Putin Calls for “Adequate Response” to Magnitsky Act’, Moscow, 13 Dec. 2012, RIA Novosti,
at <http://en.ria.ru/russia/20121213/178135031.html>.
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of emigration, it appeared to believe that its own religious heritage should somehow
be above national laws in Russia. Chabad was also able to overlook the fact that the
strengthened Hasidic movement in Russia might entitle its Russian brethren to some
rights as heirs to the Lubavichi Collection. It was not prepared to listen to the warnings
of Moscow rabbis that further confrontation would leave Brooklyn with neither ‘Library’
nor ‘Archive’, while recommending the ‘Library’ remain in Russia. Brooklyn Chabad
preferred to escalate ‘the Struggle’ with a more ominous confrontation against Russia, as
its attorneys made clear in a Court hearing in early January 2013.

Contempt of Court and Sanctions
On 16th January 2013 Judge Lamberth ruled as Chabad requested, against the advice of
the US Departments of State and Justice. His Contempt of Court Order imposed sanctions
of $50,000 per day until Russia handed over both the ‘Library’ and the ‘Archive’.197
If Chabad’s strategy sought to force Russian authorities to take notice, it succeeded
again. Response was immediate:
“The Russian Foreign Ministry regards as absolutely unlawful and
provocative the decision of the federal court in Washington.… We have
repeatedly stated that this verdict is extraterritorial in character, contradicts
international law and is legally void”.198
At least the MFA could take heart that the State Department also opposed the ruling of
the independent US judiciary.199 But could that mean that Russia’s accumulating Court
debt might disappear?
Russian Minister of Culture Vladimir Medinskii described the US Court ruling “a
Russophobic show”;200 while Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, grasping for retaliation for
the ‘outrageous’ decision, threatened legal action against the Library of Congress over the
seven Schneersohn books delivered in 1994 on Interlibrary Loan.201 That threat materialised
197
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Order Granting Motion for Sanctions, 16 Jan. 2013, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 115, at <http://www.
commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/OrderGrantingMotionSanctions.pdf>; and Memorandum
Opinion on Contempt Sanctions, 16 Jan. 2013, Chabad v. RF, Doc. 116, at <http://www.
commartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/MemorandumOpinionContemptSanctionsJan16,2013.
pdf>. State Department opposition to sanctions was reported to Kommersant daily – ‘Russia,
US in Hasid Books Brawl: Moscow Wants Recourse Over $50,000 Daily Penalties’, Russia
Today, 8 Feb. 2013, at <http://rt.com/news/russia-library-congress-schneerson-725/>.
‘Moscow Warns of “Response” to Jewish Archive Ruling’, RIA Novosti, 17 Jan. 2013, at
<http://en.rian.ru/russia/20130117/178839730.html>.
RIA Novosti quoted State Department spokeswoman Ariel Vaagen, as reported in Johnson’s
Russia List, ‘U.S. Gov’t Opposes Court’s Jewish Archive Ruling’, 17 Jan. 2013, at <http://
russialist.org/u-s-govt-opposes-courts-jewish-archive-ruling/>.
‘Ministr kul'tury smeetsia nad problemoi biblioteki Shneersona’, Moskovskii komsomolets, 18
Jan. 2013, at <http://www.mk.ru/culture/article/2013/01/17/799566-ministr-kulturyi-smeetsyanad-problemoy-biblioteki-shneersona.html>; ‘Russia Accuses US Jewish Group of Book
Theft’, RIA Novosti, 23 Jan. 2013, at <http://en.rian.ru/russia/20130123/178970517.html>; see
also ‘Po biblioteke Shneersona Rossiia gotovit SShA simmetrichnyi otvet’, 8 Feb. 2013, at
<http://www.newsru.ru/religy/08feb2013/strafe.html>.
‘Russia, US in Hasid Books Brawl: Moscow Wants Recourse Over $50,000 Daily
Penalties’, Russia Today, 8 Feb. 2013, at <http://rt.com/news/Russia-library-congressschneerson-725/>; ‘Russian culture ministry to strike back at US over Schneerson Library’,
RAPSI Russian Legal Information Agency, 8 Feb. 2013, at <http://rapsinews.com/judicial_
news/20130208/266343138.html>.
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only on 1st July, when the Ministry of Culture announced it had filed Complaint in the
Moscow Arbitration Court, naming the Library of Congress, Chabad (USA), and also the
United States in the Complaint.202 Later a hearing was set in the Moscow court for 16th
January 2014, symbolicly on the anniversary of the US Court-imposed sanctions.
In January and February of 2013 the Russian media was abuzz with interviews about
the Schneersohn case – with fresh data unknown to the Russian public. Igor Filippov,
RGB director during the initial phase of the Chabad struggle, who actually read the US
Court records, spoke about the inadequate Russian defence in US Court on Radio ‘Ekho
Moskvy’.203 To the Government newspaper Rossiiskaia gazeta, he declared:
Chabad needs not only the collection, but also the surrounding scandalous
publicity [Rus. shum] around it.… Regardless of the formal victory in Court,
the chances for the Community receiving even a part of the collection are
less than ever. … There are four Federal Laws, to say nothing of other legal
acts that protect the collection in RGB.204
Brooklyn Chabad could rejoice in another Court victory, and front-page publicity for
its claim against Russia. Ironically as predicted, however, it lost its strongest earlier
Moscow supporters. Veronika Irina-Kogan was quoted by Russian radio: “This decision
[for sanctions] was not really dictated by any religious or cultural considerations. I
cannot call it any other way than political blackmailing”. Reversing her position when
she prepared Moscow Court Complaints for Chabad in 1990 and 1991, and testified
on Chabad’s behalf in US Court in 2005, she was now saying: “Since the day when I
discovered it, I have always been convinced that Schneersohn’s collection should stay in
Russia…. After all, Rabbi Schneersohn collected these books for the needs of Russian
Jews, for Russian Jewish communities”.205

A Presidential Compromise
Rejecting the legality of sanctions and any possibility of the ‘Library’ leaving Russia,
no less than Russian President Vladimir Putin – in a highly politicised effort towards
compromise on 19th February – proposed moving the Schneersohn books to the newly
opened Jewish Museum and Tolerance Centre at Mar'ina Roshcha – “as a gesture towards
those people who really want to solve this problem and not use it as reason for emotions
and confrontation”. Putin was pictured widely in the press flanked by Chief Rabbi of Russia
Lazar and FEOR President Aleksandr Boroda. Putin repeated the rationale that has been
the main justification for non-restitution of cultural valuables for the past two decades:
202
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204
205

Ministry of Culture website at <http://mkrf.ru/press-tsentr/novosti/ministerstvo/isk-po-povoduknig-iz-kollektsii-biblioteki-shneersona>; see also RIA Novosti, ‘Russian Sues US Library of
Congress, Over Jewish Texts’, 1 July 2013, at <http://en.ria.ru/russia/20130701/181989414/
Russia-Sues-US-Library-of-Congress-Over-Jewish-Texts.html>; and ‘Schneerson Library
litigation will last long – Ministry of Culture’, Interfax, Russia Beyond the Headlines, 1 July
2013, at <http://rbth.ru/news/2013/07/01/schneerson_library_litigation_will_last_long_-_
ministry_of_culture_27652.html>.
Igor Filippov interview, ‘Ekho Moskvy’, 18 Jan. 2013, at <http://echo.msk.ru/programs/
razvorot/992040-echo/>. At his request, the author provided Filippov with a copy of the ‘Joint
Appendix’, not otherwise publicly available on the Internet in Russia.
Interview with Igor Filippov, Rossiiskaia gazeta, 23 Jan. 2013, at <http://www.rg.ru/2013/01/24/
shneerson-poln.html>.
‘Who Should own Schneersohn’s Collection?’, Radio The Voice of Russia, 17 Jan. 2013, at
<http://english.ruvr.ru/2013_01_17/Who-should-own-Schneersohn-s-collection/>.
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Discussion of this issue has reached a point of confrontation, which, in my
opinion, is due to illegal decisions made in another country. … If we allow this
national asset to go to anyone, we’d open a Pandora’s Box. Almost 100 years
have passed since the library was nationalised. If Russia started to comply
with such lawsuits, claims would start streaming in. No one can predict how
far they might go. We’re not going to deal with this. It’s impossible.206
Rabbi Kogan at Bol'shaia Bronnaia has often been at odds with Rabbi Lazar, but his
modest library at Bol'shaia Bronnaia could hardly compete with the impressive new
Jewish museum financed by Jewish oligarchs close to the Kremlin. Having long
denounced the confrontational tactics of American Chabad, not surprisingly, he endorsed
the presidential proposal: “…Although it is not the ideal solution, it is definitely a step
in the liberation of the books, the Aschalta D'Geulah [beginning of redemption], and
therefore I agree to this compromise”.207 Putin’s ‘solution’ is hardly final, he believes,
because eventually the books “should be returned to the faithful… not the American
Hasids, but the Russian ones”. The struggle “would not end tomorrow. … People still
don’t understand the relationship to holy relics”.208

Russian President Vladimir Putin (centre) examines a giant Torah at the
Jewish Museum, February 2013, when he announced plans to transfer the
Schneersohn books to an RGB Branch to be established in the Museum. To his
left, Chief Rabbi of Russia Berel Lazar and FEOR President Aleksandr Boroda
(right), who heads the museum.
Photograph by Aleksei Druzhinin, courtesy RIA Novosti
206
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See the Russian report with photo, for example at <http://ria.ru/culture/20130219/923721662.
html>; President Putin’s full statement at <http://news.kremlin.ru/news/17536>.
Shalom Abramowitz, ‘The Rebbe’s View on Putin’s Idea’, 20 Feb. 2013, at <http://www.
chabadinfo.com/?url=article_en&id=30209>.
Aleksei Iablokov, ‘Neveroiatnye prikliucheniia biblioteki Shneersona’, Vedomosti.Piatnitsa, 25
Jan. 2013, at <http://www.vedomosti.ru/lifestyle/news/8383431/neveroyatnye_priklyucheniya_
biblioteki_schneersona>. See also ‘Biblioteka Shneersona’ at <http://www.bronnaya.
ru/?q=node/133>.
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Brooklyn Says ‘No Thanks’
Across the ocean, Brooklyn Chabad refused to accept: its DC Attorney Nathan Lewin
defiantly replied: “Chabad to Putin: No Thanks”!209 Chabad’s website expanded Lewin’s
statement:
Putin’s proposal to display the Schneersohn collection in a Moscow museum
is not acceptable to Chabad. Chabad is the rightful owner of the collection, and
its return to the United States is the only acceptable outcome that is consistent
with the clear directives of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachen Mendel
Schneerson. The collection must be returned to the Agudas Chasidei Chabad
library at Chabad’s worldwide headquarters in Brooklyn, New York.210
Rabbi Gorin, who directs the new Jewish Museum, considered Lewin’s reply “aggressive”
and “potentially dangerous [for] the future of the Jewish community in Russia”.…“To
answer simply ‘no’ – that looks very strange and, let’s say not too friendly to Russian
Jews”. He praised Putin as the first Russian leader to state publicly that he was “prepared
to compromise” on the Schneersohn Library.211
On 13th June 2013, Putin ceremoniously opened a Branch of the Russian State Library
(RGB) in the Jewish Museum. An initial 450 books from the ‘Schneersohn Collection’
had already been transferred to an upper-level library suite, with some of the early rare
imprints on display. Never having left Russia, Putin explained, those books were an
essential part of Russian multi-ethnic heritage and legally could not leave the national
library. Before transfer, at last the books were catalogued electronically and digitised
for full-text availability on the RGB website. Putin “considered from this moment, the
‘problem’ of the Schneersohn Library is closed”. Russian TV showed Moscow Chabad
dancing in approval.212
Across the ocean, Chabad in Crown Heights (Brooklyn) still refused to accept compromise:
Russia’s deposit of 500 volumes from the Schneerson Library into a branch
of the government-controlled Russian State Library at the Jewish Museum
in Moscow does not satisfy Chabad’s religious requirements or remedy
Russia’s unilateral seizure, retention, and claimed ownership of these sacred
books. … Nor does Russia’s transfer of books yesterday address Russia’s
plunder of Chabad’s archive of manuscripts seized by the Nazis in Poland
209
210
211

212

‘“Chabad to Putin: No Thanks”: Statement by Chabad’s attorney Nathan Lewin, in response to
remarks by Russian President Vladimir Putin’, Chabad News, 21 Feb. 2013, at: <www.shmais.
com/chabad-news/latest/item/chabad-to-putin-no-thanks>.
COLlive reporter, ‘Putin’s Proposal “Not Acceptable”,’ 21 Feb. 2013, at <http://www.collive.
com/show_news.rtx?id=24148&alias-putins-proposal-not-acceptable>.
‘Russian and American Chabad Arms Split Over Library’, Chabad News, 4 March 2013, at
<http://crownheights.info/Chabad-news/376607/Russian-and-american-chabad-arms-splitover-library/>. See also Rabbi Gorin’s interview with Ian Smirnitskii, ‘Skandal s bibliotekoi
Shneersona privel k voine evreiskikh obshchin’, Moskovskii komsomolets, 25 Feb. 2013, at
<http://www.mk.ru/politics/article/2013/02/25/817591-skandal-s-bibliotekoy-shneersonaprivel-k-voyne-evreyskih-obschin.html>.
RGB posted a video from the televised ‘Vesti’ account, ‘Otkrytie novogo chital'nogo zala
RGB zakryvaet problemu biblioteki Shneersona’, 16 June 2013, at <http://www.rsl.ru/ru/
news/160613/>. See also the Reuters account, ‘Russia Hopes to End Row with U.S. Jewish
Group by Moving Texts to Museum’, 15 June 2013, at <http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/
jewish-world-news/russia-hopes-to-end-row-with-u-s-jewish-group-by-moving-texts-tomuseum-1.529894>.
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during the Holocaust. Chabad wishes to resolve this matter amicably with
the Russian government and is pleased that the United States Department
of State is, in government-to-government discussions, urging the return of
Chabad’s property to its rightful owner in the United States.213

Chabad participants dancing in a circle after President Putin formally opened a Branch
of the Russian State Library (RGB/RSL) at the Jewish Museum and Tolerance Centre in
Moscow, 13 June 2013.
Photo from the televised ‘Vesti’ video that was shown that evening on Russian TV Channel 1.
Image courtesy Vesti, Channel 1.

Putin may believe he has resolved the problem for Russia, but tolerance abroad of his
‘compromise’ has not won out among US Chabad.
Indicative of the unresolved situation across the ocean, a week later Judge Lamberth
accused Russia of acting like an “outlaw” and “scofflaw” for dismissing his Court Orders,
while the accumulated Russian debt from sanctions was already over eight million dollars.
In a subsequent hearing on 20th August, no diplomatic progress could be reported, amidst
the Snowden scandal, the Syrian crisis and the Putin-Obama confrontation at the G-20
meetings in St Petersburg.214 With the Russian debt in US Court by then approaching
eleven million, the ban on art loans was affecting exhibition plans of more museums. Yet
213
214

‘Russia’s Transfer of Books from the Schneerson Collection Does Not Resolve Its Dispute with
Chabad’, 13 June 2013, Chabad News, above note 10.
‘US Judge Calls Russia an ‘Outlaw’ in Jewish Library Dispute’, RIA Novosti, 20 June 2013,
at <http://en.ria.ru/russia/20130620/181784167/US-Judge-Calls-Russia-an-Outlaw-in-JewishLibrary-Dispute.html>; ‘US Judge: Russia Acting Like ‘Scofflaw,’ In Dispute Over Chabad
Library’, 20 June 2013, at <http://www.theyeshivaworld.com/news/General+News/173826/
US-Judge%3A-Russia-Acting-Like-Scofflaw,-In-Dispute-Over-Chabad-Library.html>.
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while aftershocks continue from the ‘struggle for the books’, none of the Lubavich heirs
yet knew how many or which Schneersohn books they were claiming, nor had any of
them taken the trouble to find out.

Identifying the Mythical ‘Schneersohn Library’ at Last
Charged with implementing the presidential ‘compromise’, RGB, however, was finally
faced with the necessity of identifying exactly which books really do consitite the
Schneersohn Collection – in contrast to the ‘myth’ on both sides of the ocean, in courts,
in the media and in public discussion.215 To be sure, the RGB Branch at Mar'ina Roshcha
will not be receiving the entire ‘Poliakov Collection’ with Hebrew books from Russian
Orthodox institutions and the Karaite Library in Crimea, among others. As opposed to
the 12,000 plus figure Chabad has been claiming, in January 2013 the RGB website gave
a still unverified figure of “4,425 books and the number of manuscripts needing further
analysis”.216
As a positive result of US Court sanctions and the presidential decision for transfer, RGB
finally hired a Hebrew bibliophile specialist in the Academy of Sciences’ Institute of
Philosophy to help identify and describe the books to be transferred as the ‘Schneersohn
Collection’. This specialist, Konstantin Burmistrov, had not seen a copy of the Chabad
1914 list before the end of May. Both he and Rabbi Gorin were even suggesting it might
have been prepared from memory after Schneersohn had left Lubavichi.217 As of September
2013, he had not had time to compare the list with the 4,354 books labelled ‘Sh’ chosen
by Rabbi Levine and Serikov in 2000. He still questions the origin of the list, which he
explains could certainly not have possibly been a library catalogue or shelf list.218
His careful examination of the selected 4,354 volumes (and some others he has found)
is taking much longer that the politics of a hasty ‘compromise solution’ demanded.
Nevertheless, by autumn 2013, Burmistrov’s preliminary conclusions already give
a more realistic appraisal of what he suggests should be called the ‘Collection from
Lubavichi’. So far he provisionally estimates that approximately 2,500 books out of
the 4,354 labelled actually belonged to the Schneersohn family or definitely came from
Lubavichi, falling into four categories:
(1) Books bearing the ex libris, other ownership markings, or notes of Yosef
Yitzchok Schneersohn (Sixth Rebbe), or of his father, Sholom Dovber
Schneersohn (Fifth Rebbe), or other members of the Schneersohn family.
(2) Books with distinctive bindings recognised as belonging to the
Schneersohn family, but lacking ownership markings.
215
216
217

218

See Ian Smirnitskii, ‘“Biblioteka Shneersona” – eto mif” (interview with Rabbi Borukh
Gorin), Moskovskii komsomolets, 23 March 2013, at <http://www.mk.ru/Moscow/
article/2013/02/20/815811-biblioteka-shneersona-eto-mif.html>.
See the 17 Jan. 2013 remarks by RGB director, Aleksandr Vislyi, ‘Kollektsiia Shneersona
iavliaetsia chast'iu imushchestva RF’ <http://www.rsl.ru/ru/news/1701131>, followed by
‘Spravka’, 12 July 2012, above note 103.
Aleksei Iablokov, ‘Neveroiatnye prikliucheniia biblioteki Shneersona’ [including an interview
with Burmistrov], Vedomosti. Piatnitsa, 25 Jan. 2013, above note 66. For Gorin’s remarks, see
Avital Chizhik, ‘Putin Refuses to Let the Lubavitcher Rebbe’s Library Leave Moscow, Tablet,
30 Sept. 2013, at <http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-arts-and-culture/books/143902/moscowputin-lubavitcher-library>.
Conversation with Burmistrov, 24 Sept. 2013.
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(3) Books with ownership stamps, markings of, or inscriptions by other
Hasids, including Rabbi Schneersohn’s Leningrad secretary, Zalman Aidel’
Zhislin, who remained in the USSR.
(4) Books of the Lubavichi Yeshiva “Tomchei Tmimim”, founded in 1897
by Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok Schneersohn (later Sixth Rebbe).219
Burmistrov suggests that an additional approximately 2,000 books that he posits in three
categories all require futher expertise:
(1) Books not bearing known characteristics of the Schneersohn Library,
but with inscriptions and ownership stamps, ex libris or other inscriptions
in Hebrew, Russian, Polish, German or Italian of as yet unidentified
owners. It is not immediately apparent that these books had any relation
to the Schneersohn family or the Chabad movement or even to Lubavichi,
or that they had come from the Schneersohn crates. For example, some
with stamps of the Vilna Teachers Institute were most probably never in
Lubavichi. Others have stamps from the Central Jewish Library in Moscow
– which would not have been received by GBL before the late 1930s.
(2) Approximately 20-30 per cent of the whole collection are books with
bindings not bearing known characteristics of the Schneersohn Library,
without stamps and ownership inscriptions. Further analysis will be required
to determine whether or not they had any relationship to Schneersohn or
even came from the Lubavich crates.
(3) Books that Levine mistakenly indicated as part of the Schneersohn
Library (relatively few).220
Burmistrov estimates that, while there may well be a total of 4,500 bound volumes in the
entire collection, given the many convolutes, there are probably an estimated 5,000 titles.
His examination was not finished when this author last saw him in late September 2013.
But already the question arises as to which of the above categories are being transferred
to the Jewish Museum, and whether those in the last three categories should be excluded
pending further expert appraisal.221
Brooklyn Chabad may have said “No!” to Putin’s political ‘solution’. But Burmistrov as
a Russian Hebraicist also reacts negatively to the presidential ‘compromise’, which he
views as inappropriate for optimal library research access:
.… It is certainly unadvisable to separate out of the general RGB Hebraic
holdings (c.100,000 items) 4,500 books, chosen by incomprehensible
criteria…for transfer to Mar'ina Roshcha (a new ‘Khimki’, where no one
will go to read them), to a branch where there is not a single Hebraicist,
no reference collection or bibliographic literature. …During many decades
the Hebraic holdings were divided among various library divisions and
inaccessable to readers. Only in the recent decade, finally all those books,
219
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According to Rabbi Levine, in 1918 the Yeshiva moved to Kremenchuk (Rus. Kremenchug, now
Poltava Oblast, Ukraine). Later Rabbi Schneersohn tried to establish a Yeshiva in Leningrad,
which led to his arrest. Still later he founded a Tomchei Temimim Yeshiva in Warsaw and
nearby Otwock. Eventually one was established in Brooklyn with many branches, including
Moscow. See <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomchei_Temimim>.
Adapted from Konstantin Burmistrov’s e-mails to the author, 23 April, 17 and 26 May 2013.
Burmistrov e-mail to the author, 23 April 2013. Conversation with Burmistrov, 24 Sept. 2013.
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including periodicals, are gathered in one place (even including those from
Khimki), available to readers in a convenient special Judaica Reading
Room, together with important reference materials ….
Besides, the actual procedure of transfer …is not well thought through. …
[A] significant part of the books still need to be appraised by a special expert
commission. Now it appears… the decision was made simply to transfer
all the books that Levinson (Levine) selected. As a result, the museum will
be receiving books that clearly have no relationship to Schneersohn, while
other books that did belong to him will not be included, [namely] from the
uncatalogued part of the Poliakov Collection (‘P’). I consider all of this a
disgraceful scandal.…222
Nevertheless, at last RGB is cataloguing electronically and digitising the Schneersohn
books and those related to the Lubavich collection before transfer. By the end of September
2013, 832 books were available in the RGB Branch, and transfer of another 300 was
planned for October. The still unidentified Schneersohn manuscripts remain in the RGB
Manuscript Department, while all of the conglomerate Collection of Hebrew Manucripts
(fond 182) are available in digital format, most on the RGB website.

The Art Loans Impasse and Cultural ‘Restitution’ Rejected
While the presidential ‘solution’ has intensified conflict between Lubavich heirs in
Moscow and Brooklyn, equally serious across the ocean, the exasperating Cold War over
art loans is not resolved and has further aggravated Russian-American tensions. While
Russian Government debt in US Court keeps mounting daily, there appears little likelihood
of Russian tall ships in US ports any time soon.
In the larger context of restitution politics, President Putin’s words make clear that
Russian political resolve against any form of cultural ‘restitution’ has intensified. The
Brooklyn US Court victory still leaves the entire Schneersohn Collection in RGB. Those
books and manuscripts fall in the category of claims for which from émigrés of all
persuasions and religions, as well as the Orthodox Church among others in Russia, have
long been rejected. Unfortunately, however, the anti-restitution spin-off now also affects
the controversial Soviet ‘Spoils of War’, i.e. the foreign-owned Soviet-seized ‘trophies’
– or in Russian euphemism – the ‘displaced cultural treasures’ from the Second World
War, including some notable property of Western Holocaust victims. Even the sources
about them in several Russian archives have recently been reclassified, and Internet
listings that appeared briefly on the Ministry of Culture ‘lostart.ru’ website in 2003 are
no longer accessible.
The endless Chabad confrontation with all its adverse publicity and the ban on art loans
has reverberated in Russian museums including those that retain the valuable ‘trophy’
art. While the symbolic ‘hostage’ ‘Smolensk Archive’ earlier helped produce the 1998
Law, Chabad’s ‘Russophobic’ victories in US Court today, as they encourage Russian
retaliation, strengthen Russian resolve against more international friendly policies on
many cultural restitution issues.223
222
223

Excerpts from Burmistrov’s e-mail to the author, 28 June 2013.
See the essays from the Harvard Law School symposium, Spoils of War v. Cultural Heritage:
The Russian Cultural Property Law in Historical Context, above note 4.
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At the end of January 2013, for example, Chabad sanctions caused consternation in
international museum panels at the Davos World Economic Forum. When interviewed
on his return, Hermitage director Mikhail Piotrovskii lamented:
With Schneerson, we’re at a complete impasse. … There’s never been
anything like this in the history of Russian-American relations. For two years
in a row: zero in the way of museum exchanges. …[Except for a cancellation]
when we went into Afganistan, otherwise, good relations or bad, everyone
travelled. Now nothing is happening. … But we’ll resolve this.
Piotrovskii’s response led to a question about the more general issue of restitution of
cultural property. He responded decisively:
Our position is absolutely clear: we don’t need to transfer or return
anything. It is all collected in a large world museum.… It’s a Pandora’s
Box better left unopened.
Right now everyone is demanding [restitution]. Everywhere this is
about property. We are forever confusing cultural values with a sense of
property.…224
Soviet values in eliminating private property and focusing on nationalised State-owned
cultural property have not been forgotten in the post-1991 Russian Federation, and their
lingering hold on the public mind-set likewise affects Russian reaction to the Chabad claim.
At least in contrast to Soviet anti-religious policy that kept Hebrew books under wraps
for almost a century, President Putin and Rabbi Lazar are anxious to show the world
today that the Schneersohn books – located in an RGB Branch within the newly opened
Jewish Museum and Tolerance Centre – should be symbolic of a new spirit of tolerance
towards Judaism in the Russian Federation. He may deem such a political solution
appropriate for the Russian Federation in the twenty-first century, but unfortunately it
has left too many unresolved problems in its wake, while further widening the Russia’s
gap with the West on issues of cultural exchange and restitution.

The Chabad Case as Legal Example?
On the eve of Judge Lamberth’s July 2010 Order, even before judgment was pronounced,
one of the Chabad California attorneys suggested:
This case is significant not only because of the plaintiff’s indefatigable
effort to recover religious texts, which has involved appeals by several U.S.
Presidents, Congress and the U.S. Helsinki Commission, and legal battles in
the Soviet Union (and Russia) and the United States, but also because of its
precedent for others who seek to recover plundered cultural property.225
Given Russian attitudes and lack of enforcement possibilities today, despite legal
victories, and then the Russian politicised alternative ‘solution’, that precedent may now
not appear so attractive to others.
224
225

Stepan Ivanov, ‘Hermitage Director Gives his Take on Museum Success’ [interview with Mikhail
Piotrovskii], Russia Beyond the Headlines, 4 Feb. 2013, at <http://rbth.ru/arts/2013/02/04/
hermitage_director_gives_his_take_on_museum_success_22481.html>.
Bazyler and Gerber, ‘Chabad v. RF’, above note 4, p. 363; see also Bazyler and Gerber,
‘Litigating the Pillage’, above note 4.
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Even before the DOJ Statement and the Chabad response, a ‘Comment’ in the Yale Journal
of International Law discussed the extent to which the Chabad case demonstrates that
“cultural property laws, both domestically and internationally, do not offer a mechanism
for judicial enforcement in such cases” involving cultural property disputes. Showing
justifiable concern about the impact of the case, Giselle Barcia suggests:
Chabad instigated a cultural stand off between the United States and
Russia, which has strained diplomatic relations, pitting state officials and
cultural institutions against one another. It has also limited the international
exchange of cultural property and in turn decreased the public’s access to
those cultural goods.226
Her analysis puts the enforcement problem for the Chabad case in a broader perspective of
international law and public availability of cultural treasures, demonstrating that the case
“presents a disconnect between the actors in the lawsuit and the trend toward repatriation
in cultural property disputes”. Nonetheless, the case “presents unique ‘conflicts of
culture’…, because Russia’s fulfillment of the specific performance decree would, in
a way, suggest a betrayal of its own cultural heritage. If Russia returns the Library, it
undermines the legality of takings during nationalization in the Soviet Union”. Yet by
Russia’s not returning the collection, the Brooklyn Chabad thereby “remains without
a central piece of its cultural heritage”.227 However, Barcia seems to have overlooked
the fact that with major Chabad resurgence in Russia, cultural heritage of the Russian
Chabad Community is now triumphing over its émigré brethren in Brooklyn.

Return of the Schneersohn ‘Archive’and a Tall Ship Named Hope?
Equally important to note in conclusion, Russian officials denouncing the 2010 US Court
Order did not mention the ‘twice-plundered’ Schneersohn ‘Archive’ in RGVA, seized by
Soviet authorities in Silesia in Autumn 1945. But as far as we know, no formal claim has
been submitted by the US Government on Chabad’s behalf. Russian officials definitively
reject the eventual ‘return’ of those Schneersohn Papers in RGVA to their legitimate heir in
Brooklyn, as long as it involves the pending US Court Order and related negotiations. Most
previous post-1991 negotiations through diplomatic channels for the return from Russia of
archives ‘displaced as a result of the Second World War’ have been time-consuming, some
occupying a decade or more, requiring long hours in RGVA for the claimants carefully
identifying the documents to be claimed and negotiating bilateral protocols.228
Despite the current confrontational situation, the return of the ‘Archive’ to Brooklyn
Chabad would still appear to this athor to be an eventual real and legal possibility as an
important element of compromise. Such a ‘just and fair’ solution for the heirs of a victim
of the Holocaust would conform to the Russian 1998 Law governing cultural property
‘displaced’as a result of the Second World War. Such a return would also comply with
the 1998 Washington Principles, the Terezín Declaration, along with other international
resolutions and legal instruments that the Russian Federation has also signed.229 Even
the head of the Moscow Jewish Museum, Rabbi Gorin, suggested in a 2013 interview:
226
227
228
229

Giselle Barcia, ‘After Chabad: Enforcement in Cultural Property Disputes’, Yale Journal of
International Law 37 (2010), p. 468, at <http://www.yjil.org/print/volume-37-issue-2/afterchabad-enforcement-in-cultural-property-disputes>.
Barcia, ‘After Chabad’, above note 226, pp. 472-73.
See Returned from Russia, above note 1.
See details on these points and further citations in Grimsted, ‘Afterword – 2013’, above note 1.
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“The manuscripts in the military archive are not subject to the same Russian federal laws
that books in a national library are. … [Agudas Chasidei Chabad] should differentiate
between the two and fight for its right to the manuscripts which they’re the rightful
owners of”.230 Such a return would need to follow the established successful procedure
for archival returns from Russia to seven European countries (with two more pending)
under the terms of that 1998 Law.
In his MFA office in Moscow in September 2012, Mikhail Shvydkoi affirmed those
points to the author. In conformity with earlier Western European archives ‘returned from
Russia’, Shvydkoi suggested then that Russia might well be prepared for negotiations for
‘return’ of the ‘Archive’ to Brooklyn Chabad. Most probably some some small ‘exchange’
or other token ‘compensation’ would be sought in conformity with the Russian 1998
Law. But Shvydkoi repeated loud and clear, such a return definitely could not occur
with the pending DC Court Order in effect, which Russia considers inappropriate, illegal
and provocatively offensive, nor in the framework of future political linkage or legal
confrontation. By contrast, he categorically affirmed that the RGB ‘Library’ collection
belongs in Russia.231
After the US Court declared sanctions, however, Shvydkoi changed his tune in regard
to the Schneersohn ‘Archive’. The author has not discussed the matter with him more
recently, but in an interview on Radio ‘Ekho Moskvy’ after the order for sanctions in
January 2013, he remarked:
the archive did leave Russia … and was returned by the Soviet Army in
the immediate postwar years, … and hence could fall under the law on
displaced valuables. However people who so consider, in my opinion, may
also be mistaken, because that very archive and its provenance is related
to the territory of the Russian Federation, and as such was returned to
Russia – that was an act in all fairness, and nothing more.
He even suggested that Agudas Chabad in Brooklyn was not necessarily the only heir to
the collection, adding, “there are direct physical heirs of Schneersohn living in Russia”.232
Nevertheless, once the furore dies down after a cooling-off period, and if Brooklyn
Chabad leaders could bring themselves to withdraw the US lawsuit so offensive to
Russia, perhaps there might be some hope of assuaging the Russian negative reaction to
their confrontational tactics with Court Orders and now-accumulating sanctions. After
all, the Sixth Rebbe, who fled Poland as a potential Holocaust victim, spent the last
half of his life outside of the Soviet Union, as the revered Chabad spiritual leader who
established the international Chabad Community in Brooklyn. These are his personal
papers, as described in RGVA, with even personal documents including birth certificates
for his daughters, with family, personal and religious correspondence and writings, most
from the period after he left the Soviet Union, as Chief Rabbi of Riga.233
Poland has long since ‘returned’ to Brooklyn the major segment of his papers and some of
230
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See Gorin’s remarks, quoted by Chizhik, above note 217.
The author is grateful to M.E. Shvydkoi for receiving her at the MFA, 19 Sept. 2012, and
updating her on the official Russian Government position with regard to the Chabad ‘Archive’.
Mikhail Shvydkoi, ‘O reshenii suda SShA po biblioteke Shneersona’ (interview), 17 Jan. 2013,
at <http://www.echo.msk.ru/programs/besdea/992004–echo>.
As described in Nazi-Looted Jewish Archives, above note 118, pp. 43-45. Some of his personal
documents were exhibited in the RGB Oriental Centre in July 2013.
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the books he left behind. Perhaps there could be an eventual ‘wiser solution’ if Brooklyn
Chabad really wanted those papers, was more prepared for compromise in the spirit of
religious tolerance, and prepared to give quiet diplomacy a chance? Quality digitised
copies to be left in Russia should not cost as much as prolonged, counterproductive
and still unenforceable court proceedings. Couldn’t there be some hope of reuniting the
Schneersohn Papers in RGVA with those in Brooklyn, given the successful ‘return from
Russia’ for other ‘twice-captured’ archives from European countries during the Second
World War, including those of many other Holocaust victims? Perhaps, as an added
special component of such a ‘wise solution’, a Russian tall ship named Hope (Nadezhda)
could pay a visit to Brooklyn’s Red Hook waterfront, bearing at least some of those
original ‘sacred relics’.

Russian President Vladimir Putin examines one of the
Schneersohn books held by Chief Rabbi of Russia Berel Lazar (left),
as RGB Oriental Centre Director Marina Melan'ina looks on with
FEOR President Aleksandr Boroda (right).
Photo by Aleksandr Mamonov, courtesy Jewish Museum and Tolerance Centre.
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CIS
DOJ
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FJC
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IJCP
IFLA
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Commission for Art Recovery, New York
Commonwealth of Independent States
US Department of Justice
Federatsiia Evreiskikh Obshchin Rossii (Federation of Jewish
Communities of Russia)
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
Federation of Jewish Communities of the CIS
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1924-1945: Publichnaia biblioteka im. V.I. Lenina (V.I. Lenin Public
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1921-1924: Gosudarstvennaia Rumiantsevskaia biblioteka
(Rumiantsev State Library)
1918–1921: Gosudarstvennyi Rumiantsevskii muzei i biblioteka
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1862-1918: Moskovskii Publichnyi i Rumiantsevskii muzei
(Moscow Public and Rumiantsev Museum) after January 1992: RGB/RSL
International Journal of Cultural Property
International Federation of Library Associations
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Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts, National Library
of Israel (NLI), earlier the Jewish National and University Library
(JNUL), Jerusalem,
Joint Appendix to the Appellee’s and Cross-Appellant’s Brief filed in
US Court of Appeals, District of Columbia Circuit, Consolidated Case
Nos. 07-7002 and 07-7006,
Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, now the National
Library of Israel (NLI)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
(Ministerstva innostrannykh del – MID)
Muzei knigi (Museum of the Book), GBL/RGB Rare Book Department,
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Nauchno-issledovatel'skii otdel rukopisei, RGB
(Scientific Research Department of Manuscripts)
National Library of Israel; earlier JNUL
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (US Internet legal service)
Rossiiskii evreiskii kongress (Russian Jewish Congress – RJC)
Rossiiskaia gosudarstvennaia biblioteka (Russian State Library – RSL)
January 1992–1945-Jan. 1992:
Gosudarstvennaia biblioteka SSSR im. V.I. Lenina – GBL
(Lenin State Library of the USSR) For previous names, see GBL
Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi voennyi arkhiv (Russian State Military
Archive), Includes captured (‘trophy’) records held separately before
1999 in TsKhIDK; before 1992, TsGOA SSSR
Russian Jewish Congress; Russian: Rossiiskii evreiskii kongress (REK)
(Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic)
Russian State Library (Rossiiskaia gosudarstvennaia biblioteka – RGB)
before January 1992: State Lenin Library – See GBL
Tsentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi Osobyi arkhiv SSSR (Central State
Special Archive of the USSR), Moscow 1946-1992;
1992-1999: TsKhIDK; since 1999: part of RGVA
Tsentr khraneniia istoriko-dokumental'nykh kollektsii (Centre for
Preservation of Historico-Documentry Collections), Moscow, 19921999; since 1999: part of RGVA; before 1992, TsGOA SSSR
Tsentr vostochnoi literatury – (Centre for Oriental Literature;
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